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Abstract
In 2018, Regulation (EU) 2018/1862 added the possibility to introduce DNA profiles in
alerts related to missing persons, in the Schengen Information System (SIS), in order to
contribute to their identification. The present report describes the state-of-the-art for the
generation and use of DNA profiles for individualisation purposes. The objective is to
inform on the type of data that compose a DNA profile, and to propose ways to evaluate
its quality.
The report starts with an overview of the different types of DNA markers that are
currently used in DNA-based forensics procedures, and a description of the processes
involved in the generation and use of DNA profiles. It then provides an overview of
important working groups and organisations that are active in establishing standards and
best practices in the field, and examples of existing databases developed for the
identification of missing persons. The practices and experiences of exchanging DNA
profiles between Member States in the context of the Prüm Regulation are also
discussed, highlighting the instances where the lessons learnt could be relevant for the
SIS. The report concludes with an overview of the different levels of quality checks that
can be performed on DNA profiles prior to their insertion in a database.
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Executive summary
This report is a DG JRC study regarding the state-of-the-art of DNA profiling technologies
for the introduction of DNA profiles in alerts within the Central Schengen Information
System (CS-SIS). The study was carried out for DG HOME via an Administrative
Arrangement.
Policy context
Created as a compensatory measure for the abolition of internal border checks within the
Schengen area, the SIS was established with two intentions: to contribute to police and
law enforcement cooperation between the Member States and to support external border
control. In its first generation the SIS was the first large-scale IT system launched by the
EU Member States in 1995. It was followed by EURODAC (asylum seekers’ database) in
2003 and the Visa Information System (VIS) in 2011.
The second-generation of the SIS entered into operation on 9 April 2013. The CS-SIS
offers the possibility to store biometric data in alerts related to persons. In addition to
alphanumeric data, alerts related to persons should contain fingerprints as well as facial
image of the subject of the alert, whenever these are available. On 28th November 2018,
Regulation (EU) 2018/1862 added (among other changes) the possibility to also
introduce DNA profiles for a specific subset of alerts, those related to missing persons
who need to be placed under protection either for their own protection in order to
prevent a threat to public order or public security (point (a) of Article 32(1)). Even then,
DNA profiles may only be added when photographs, facial images or dactyloscopic data
are not available or not suitable for identification.
In support of this newly adopted 2018 Regulation, the objective of the present DG JRC
study is to describe the state-of-the-art of how DNA profiles are generated and used for
the purpose of identification, with a view to explain the type of data (content and format)
that compose DNA profiles and should thus be stored by the CS-SIS when included in an
alert. The report also describes different levels of quality checks that are performed on
DNA profiles prior to their insertion in a database.
Key conclusions
DNA profiling relies on the characterisation of a minute fraction of a given persons' DNA
at very specific regions of the genome. The most commonly used markers in this context
are genomic regions called Short Tandem Repeats (STRs), and can be expressed as the
number of repeats (as a number) present for each marker for a given individual.
Standard sets of these markers have been designed, according to specific criteria, and
consist of about 10-20 specific markers. Since a profile can be expressed as
alphanumeric text, different XML-based schema have been proposed to express (and
exchange) DNA profile information.
The generation of a DNA profile from a biological sample is a complicated and timeconsuming procedure that needs sophisticated equipment and fully trained lab
specialists. Efforts have been made to produce standards and best practices in this
process in order to minimise problems related to, for example, contamination of the
sample and poor quality of the purified DNA. In some cases, these issues can be inferred
from the information present in the DNA profile itself.
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Introduction
Biometric identifiers are the distinctive, measurable, biological and behavioural
characteristics that can be used to describe individuals. Once transformed or captured in
a computer-readable format, biometric data can allow high-confidence identification of
individuals and are thus crucial in forensic sciences.
The possibility to share biometric data from wanted persons, persons who may not have
the right to enter or stay in the EU, as well as missing persons, is an important
component of a cooperation tool such as the Schengen Information System (SIS). The
possibility to search the alerts stored in the Central System of the SIS (CS-SIS) with
fingerprints for the purpose of identification of a person had already been set out in the
decisions pertaining to the establishment, operation and use of the second generation
SIS [1,2].
On 28th November 2018, Regulation (EU) 2018/1862 added (among other changes) the
possibility to introduce DNA profiles in an alert related to a missing person (Article 32(1))
in order to contribute to their identification [3]. Figure 1 below gives an overview of all
the new functionalities, including the use of DNA profiles.
In particular, Article 42 states:
"(3) A DNA profile may only be added to alerts in the situations provided for in point (a)
of Article 32(1), only following a quality check to ascertain whether the minimum data
quality standards and technical specifications have been met and only where
photographs, facial images or dactyloscopic data are not available or not suitable for
identification. The DNA profiles of persons who are direct ascendants, descendants or
siblings of the subject of the alert may be added to the alert provided that those persons
give their explicit consent. Where a DNA profile is added to an alert, that profile shall
contain the minimum information strictly necessary for the identification of the missing
person."
Figure 1. Present functionality of CS-SIS in the scope of the recently adopted regulation [3].

Source: JRC, 2018
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This JRC report presents an assessment of the state of the art on the use of DNA profiles
for individualisation purposes. This work was performed in the context of an
Administrative Agreement between DG JRC and DG HOME regarding the integration or
deployment of biometric capabilities within the SIS. This report is part of a set of three
Science for Policy Reports, with the other two covering, respectively, fingerprint and face
identification technologies.
The objective is to inform on the type of data expected to be submitted to the CS-SIS,
and to propose ways to evaluate their quality in line with the text of Article 42 quoted
above.
The report starts with an overview (Section 1) of the different types of DNA markers that
are currently used in DNA-based forensics procedures. Section 2 provides an overview of
the field and laboratory work involved in the generation of DNA profiles, emphasising the
factors that can influence the quality of the final profiles. The subsequent Sections 3 and
4 provide an overview of important working groups and organisations that are active in
establishing standards and best practices in the field, and of existing databases
developed for the identification of missing persons. Then, the practices and experiences
of exchanging DNA profiles between Member States in the context of the Prüm
Regulation are summarised in Section 5, highlighting the instances where the lessons
learned could be relevant for the SIS. Finally, Section 6 proposes different levels of
quality checks to be performed on DNA profiles prior to their insertion in the databases.
The conclusions and recommendations from the different Sections of the report are
summarised in Section 7, and focus on two main elements:


What is a DNA profile (data, metadata and format)?



How can its "quality" be evaluated?
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1 State-of-the art of the use of DNA markers in forensic
science
This Section provides a brief introduction on the biology of DNA and the types of DNA
markers that are being used when generating profiles for forensics purposes.

1.1 Introduction to DNA
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a molecule composed of a string of small building blocks
called "nucleotides". For most organisms on Earth (including humans), there are only
four canonical blocks, labelled "A", "C", "G" and "T" according to the initials of their
chemical names. DNA is organised in the well-known "double helix" where two strands
twist around each other, usually in the right-handed manner, to form a "ladder";
however, when writing a DNA sequence, only one strand is described; the second strand
is omitted for simplicity because A in one strand is matched (bound to) with T in the
other strand and C in one strand is matched with G in the other strand and vice versa.
Because of a chemical asymmetry in the bonds between the bases (one strand runs from
5´ carbon atom of deoxyribose to 3´ one while the other runs from 3´ to 5´), a DNA
sequence is directional, e.g. the sequence "AAGGTTCC" is distinct from the sequence
"CCTTGGAA".
Within a human cell, DNA is found in two main locations: the nucleus and the
mitochondria. Outside of the human cell, some DNA may be found in circulating form in
the blood (usually in higher amounts in pregnancy and cancer).
In the nucleus, the DNA is organised in 23 distinct chains called chromosomes of various
length (for example, chromosome 1 is a chain of about 250 million nucleotides linked
together, while chromosome 22 is about 50 million nucleotides long). Barring rare
exceptions (e.g. gametes), every chromosome is present in two copies: one received
from the mother and one from the father. One of the pairs represents the sex
chromosomes “allosomes” (XX for females, XY for males), while the other 22
chromosomes are called "autosomes" and are numbered 1 to 22.
In the mitochondria, the DNA is circular, i.e. the two ends are linked to each other. It is
relatively short, about 16 000 bases. Importantly, the mitochondria (and their DNA) are
inherited as they are from the mother, without a contribution from the father. This has
forensic consequences, described below.

1.2 DNA as a forensic tool
There are a few biological and technological reasons that make DNA an important source
of biometric data. These include:
 DNA is present and identical in all cells of an individual. DNA can be extracted
from different biological samples (blood, saliva, hair follicles, etc.) and the DNA
markers generated from any of these samples for the same individual will show the
same values. There are some exceptions to this; for example, red blood cells don't
have a nucleus, so no nuclear DNA, and gametes only have one copy of each nuclear
chromosome.
 DNA is inherited. Biologically, DNA is the carrier of genetic instructions for all the
biological functions of the cells, and the medium by which these instructions are
transmitted to the next generations. DNA markers can thus, in addition to providing
evidence of unprecedented strength for or against the individualization of the profile,
support or suppress the scenario of familial links between two persons (unlike, for
example, fingerprints).
 DNA is chemically stable. The bonds linking the individual bases to each other are
stable (more than bonds between amino acids in proteins), and DNA molecules are
known to be stable over time and to survive exposure to heat and cold. As extreme
examples, DNA is used for the regulatory control of highly processed food and food
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supplements [4], and DNA was recently used to determine the biological sex of a
4000-year-old Egyptian mummy [5].
 DNA can be efficiently amplified and/or sequenced. The first techniques using
DNA for forensics required relatively large amounts of DNA material - in the
micrograms range. Since then, a technique called "Polymerase Chain Reaction" (PCR)
has been developed and perfected, allowing the exponential amplification of specific
DNA regions in a sample [6], such as the regions used as forensic markers. With this
technology, current protocols suggest the use of less than 1 nanogram of DNA in the
reaction, which is easy to obtain from most biological sources (see Section 2). In
addition, technologies that allow the sequencing of DNA (i.e. reading the sequence of
bases, for example in the regions used as forensic markers) have also greatly
improved in accuracy, throughput and price.
On the other hand, DNA profiling is a complicated and time-consuming procedure that
needs sophisticated equipment and fully trained laboratory specialists. DNA can be
vulnerable to mistakes or mishandling, and DNA profiling, like any other technique in
forensic science, is susceptible to human error. If an error occurs during the extensive
process of sampling or processing (see Section 2), then the results may not be accurate.
In particular, contamination during sample collection or analysis can dramatically
decrease the accuracy and reliability of the resulting DNA profile.

1.3 DNA markers
Because of its important role in all the biological functions of the different cells in the
body, the overwhelming majority of the DNA sequences of two individuals will be
identical, thus not useful as biometric data. The exact amount of variation among
individuals is difficult to establish, and vary according to the way of calculating it, but it
has been reported to be only in the range of 1-2% for nuclear DNA [7]. Even then, this
limited amount of variation is much more information than needed to provide the needed
evidence with sufficient strength (the whole nuclear genome is more than 3 billion
bases), therefore a restricted set of specific markers have been selected as sufficiently
informative for this purpose, described in this Section.

1.3.1 Autosomal STRs
Short Tandem Repeats (STRs) are tracts of tandemly repeated DNA motifs that range in
length from three to five bases, found at different places in the genome. They are called
"autosomal STRs" when they are found in one of the 22 autosomes in the nucleus, and
are the most commonly used DNA markers for DNA profiling.
STRs can occur in regions that do not have any specific biological function, meaning that
evolution does not actively select for or against the mutations that accumulate over the
generations, when DNA replication makes the mistake of adding or removing one of the
repeats. This allows variability in these locations (loci) in the form of the number of
repeats present in the genomes of different individuals that can be used for DNA
profiling.
As an example, the STR locus called "D18S51" is found on the chromosome 18 and
consists of many repeats of the motif "AGAA" [8]. Population studies identified
occurrences in the number of repeats ranging from 7 to 40 in different individuals [9].
Because chromosome 18, like all autosomes, is found in two copies in each cell (one from
the father, one from the mother), each individual will carry two instances (alleles) of this
locus. Figure 2A illustrates the example of a person having 10 repeats on one of the two
alleles, and 14 on the other.
A study analysing 1 000 unrelated individuals from the Lodz region of Poland showed that
the frequencies of these two alleles in this set were 0.0095 and 0.1605, respectively
[10], meaning that within that context, two samples showing these same values (10 and
14) for this marker would provide some support to the scenario of the same person
origin of the two samples, whatever the prior odds of this scenario are.
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Figure 2. Visual illustration of the biology and inheritance of STRs. (A) Marker D18S51 consists of
repeats of the sequence AGAA (yellow rectangle). In this example, one allele contains 10 of these
repeats, the second allele 14. (B) For each chromosome, parents contribute one of their two copies
to their offspring, selected randomly in the genesis of the gametes. This schema illustrates one of
the possible combinations (for two markers), given by the parents to their children.

Source: JRC, 2019

Of course, this is not sufficient to conclude anything in a forensic context, based on one
item of evidence, even if the evidence is as strong as DNA. Authorized agencies (e.g.
court) achieve identification by taking into account scenarios compared, prior odds,
strength of evidence (expressed as a likelihood ratio that take into account a larger
number of markers), and threshold for identification.
Likelihood ratio for the scenario of the same source of two samples versus scenario of
two sources will depend on 1) the specifics of the second scenario (e.g. whether the
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source of scene sample is unknown, unrelated to a man or some brother of the alleged
man), 2) the number of loci used, 3) the number of possible values observed in the
population for each of the loci and 4) the proportions in a population of each of the
values for each of the loci (discussed further in Section 2.4). It is also crucial that the
same markers are used in the two profiles to be compared; otherwise drawing
conclusions would be (almost) impossible1. For this reason, sets of standard loci have
been agreed through international harmonisation efforts, described in Section 4.3. This
also requires coordinated effort to obtain and disseminate the empirical information for
the possible markers values and their proportions in different populations, together with
their mutation frequencies.
Because the two alleles of each marker are inherited from the parents, autosomal STRs
can also be used to identify familial links between individuals. For each STR marker, one
of the values for an individual should match one of the two values of the same marker of
his/her biological father, the other should match one of the two values of the same
marker of his/her biological mother. How these get distributed, at conception, is
unpredictable. An example is shown in Figure 2B for two markers (one on chromosome
5, the other on chromosome 18) and two siblings. The calculations of likelihood ratio
supporting kinship, given a set of patterns (profiles in person within a supposed
pedigree) is thus more complex than matching two samples to the same individual, and
may require the use of a greater number of markers, see Section 2.4.2 [12].

1.3.2 Sex chromosome STRs
Sets of STR markers have also been identified on the two sex chromosomes (X and Y). In
many "standard" cases, the use of these markers would be superfluous, as autosomal
STRs would be sufficient to provide sufficiently high evidence of the same source of two
samples. However, when depending on kin information, there are instances where these
markers are necessary to complement autosomal STRs. These considerations are
particularly important in the context of the SIS, as Regulation (EU) 2018/1862 states
that "Where a DNA profile is added to an alert, that profile shall contain the minimum
information strictly necessary for the identification of the missing person." (Article
42(3)).
1.3.2.1 X chromosome STRs
The markers on the X chromosome are similar to the autosomal markers, with the
distinction that males only have one X chromosome, which is always inherited from their
mother (the second of the pair is the Y chromosome inherited from their father, see
below).
X-STR markers are useful in the identification of victim remains in case of mass
disasters, in particular to ascertain specific kin relationships that are not possible to
distinguish using only autosomal STRs. The most common of these cases is the fact that
autosomal markers cannot distinguish (i.e. would give the exact same likelihoods for) the
following relationships between the donors of two DNA profiles: grandparent–grandchild,
uncle–niece and half-siblings, as the likelihood ratio comparing any pair of hypotheses
will be unity [13]. In these cases, there are specific combinations that can be solved
using X-STR markers, which are described in detail by Pinto et al. [14].
For the identification of missing persons per se who are subject to an Article 32(1) alert,
the use of X-STRs, although not common, has been shown to be useful in cases where
the only available reference DNA profiles were the missing person's siblings (or halfsiblings), complementing the autosomal STRs to reach the acceptable likelihood ratio for
identification [15].

1

As sometimes markers are "linked" to each other, disjoint sets of forensic markers may provide some amount
of evidence in some circumstances, see [11]
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1.3.2.2 Y chromosome STRs
The Y chromosomes are specific to males. They are transmitted directly from father to
son.
In forensics, Y-STRs are most useful for crime investigations, allowing identification of
paternal lineage or even inference of paternal bio-geographic ancestry of unknown male
donors. They are particularly useful in the case of a mixed sample, when Y-STRs can
generate a male perpetrator DNA profile without risks of contamination with the profile of
the victim, if female [16].
Commercial Y-STR kits are not suitable, on their own, for the identification of a male
individual, because male relatives typically share identical patterns for these markers.
However, since Y-STRs can be used to identify groups of male relatives belonging to the
same paternal lineage, they are suitable (and sometimes necessary) to identify a missing
person, if they are male and only the profiles of distant male relatives are available (for
example, an uncle on the male line, see Figure 3). Y-STRs are not informative in the
cases where the missing person is female.
Figure 3. Relatives from which Y-STR information could be informative to identify a missing person
(circled), if - and only if - the missing person is male.

Source: JRC, 2019

1.3.3 Amelogenin
Amelogenin is a gene present on both the X and Y chromosomes [17]. Though it is not
an STR, there is a length polymorphism, i.e., the version on the X chromosome has a 6base deletion compared to the Y chromosome version. The two versions (X and Y) can
thus be differentiated in the laboratory using the same technique as for STRs (capillary
electrophoresis, distinguishing length of amplicon), allowing the use of this marker to
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identify the sex of the sample donor [18]. Since, for missing persons alerts, both the sex
of the missing person and of the other potential DNA profile donors are known, this
marker is not particularly useful; however, it is often part of the standard DNA profiling
kits and may be, because of that, present in the submitted profile.

1.3.4 Mitochondrial DNA
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is a circular genome of about 16.5 kb that is located inside
the mitochondria [19]. About 1000 mitochondria are present in most cells, meaning that
mtDNA markers are present in two or three orders of magnitude more than their nuclear
counterparts. Thus, mtDNA can more readily be recovered from highly degraded forensic
and archaeological specimens. Like sex chromosomes markers, analysis of mtDNA is a
powerful tool for identifying family links as a complement to the analysis of autosomal
STRs.
In forensic science, in particular for missing persons and unidentified remains, two
specific regions of the mitochondrial DNA sequence, the hypervariable regions (HVI and
HVII) [20], are used. Because mitochondria are transmitted only from mothers to their
children (with no contribution from the father)2, mtDNA can be used to support or
suppress scenarios of relationships on the maternal lineage between individuals [22], as
illustrated in Figure 4.
It should be noted that mtDNA is usually used in countries or events with large databases
and relatively large number of unidentified bodies. Also, mitochondria do not have a
repair mechanism, so mutations are spread clonally and can generate mixtures of two (or
more) mitochondrial genotypes in the tissue, a phenomenon called heteroplasmy.
Figure 4. Relatives from which mtDNA information could be informative to identify a missing
person (circled), if the missing person is male (A) or female (B).

Source: JRC, 2019

(2

)

It should be noted that, although this is the general rule, some exceptions have recently been reported,
see [21]
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1.3.5 Other markers
The previous Sections described the DNA markers that are generally used for routine
forensic purposes and are the main components of current DNA profile databases, both
criminal and non-criminal (see Section 4).
This field remains very active in terms of research and innovation, and the use of new
markers that have advantages in specific applications has been described. They are
shortly summarised below, even though it is not expected that they will be included in
profiles submitted to the CS-SIS in the near future.
1.3.5.1 SNPs
A single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is a common genetic variation that occurs when
a single nucleotide, in a specific position in a genome, is different among members of the
same species (assuming a frequency >1% in the population); in every individual there
are about 5 million SNPs.
The SNPs can be considered a tool in forensic genetic when the recoverable DNA is too
degraded (in the case of human remains or mass disasters) to use STRs because the
analysis can be performed on shorter fragments of DNA [23]. However, individual SNPs
have much less variation than STRs (at best, 4 different possibilities in the population,
"A", "G", "T" or "C") many more SNPs markers are needed (about 50-100) to have the
same information level that commercial STR multiplex kits with ≥15 loci provide [24].
SNPs can be generally divided in at least 4 groups in the forensics field:
 Identity-testing SNPs (that help to individualize);
 Lineage informative SNPs (shared between close kin over several generations;
mitochondrial, Y chromosome and mini/microhaplotypes –see below- may be
considered here);
 Ancestry informative SNPs (extension of lineage informative SNPs over more
generations; they give an indication, for example, of the biogeographic or ethnic origin
of the person);
 Phenotype informative SNPs (that predicts other biometric characteristics of the
person, e.g. hair and eye colour - or even the shape of the face, see
http://www.visage-h2020.eu/ or [25]).
It is clear that some of the polymorphism groups can cause potential issues with respect
to individual privacy [24] and go beyond the scope of confirming the identity of missing
persons.
1.3.5.2 Microhaplotypes
Microhaplotypes are small regions of genome (< 300 nucleotides) that contain two or
more SNPs very close to each other, presenting multiple allelic combinations
(“haplotypes”) [26]. Currently, around 130 have been identified [22], and these are
expected to be used for the individualization, biogeographic ancestry inference, mixture
deconvolution, relationship testing, and identification of missing persons [26].
1.3.5.3 InDels
Insertion-deletion polymorphisms (InDels) are genome variations due to insertion or
deletion of short DNA segments (1-50 bp) on the chromosomes [27]. InDels are one of
the most common polymorphisms in humans and can be a good alternative to mini-STRs
that can be analysed by capillary electrophoresis with the same simple end-labelled PCR
primer methods as STRs [22]. These DNA markers have been taken into consideration in
the forensic community, since, like SNPs, InDels can be detected in degraded DNA
samples, present a low mutation rate, and permit a high multiplexing capability [27].
Fondevila et al. [28] suggest that the typing of about 60 InDels can genetically identify
human remains.
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1.3.5.4 LINEs/SINEs
The Long Interspersed Elements (LINEs) and the Short Interspersed Elements (SINEs)
are retrotransposons, fragments of DNA that can transcribe themselves into an
intermediate RNA and then replicate themselves in sparse regions of the genome [29].
Both LINEs and SINEs have found applications as DNA markers for forensics [22]. The
LINEs are long sequences of DNA able to encode a gene that allows the copying and
transposing of both themselves and SINEs. The SINEs (80–400 bp in length) cover about
40% of the whole genome; the most common SINEs in humans belong to the family of
the Alu sequences (short DNA sequences which are recognized by the Arthrobacter luteus
(Alu) restriction endonuclease) which, because they are present in a very high number of
copies (one million per human genome) and are identical by descent only without parallel
independent insertions, make them excellent for the human identification and kinship
testing of very degraded samples [22].

Section 1. Summary of key concepts
 The DNA profiles attached to missing persons alerts in the CS-SIS should be
composed of STRs, described as the name of the markers attached to their
values (number of repeats on each of the two alleles).
 The use of other markers, such as SNPs, is not expected at this stage, due to
the state of the art of the harmonised implementation of this technology.
 For the missing person, the profile should be composed exclusively of
autosomal STRs.
 For the profiles of family members, the use of other markers (Y or X
chromosomes STRs, mtDNA) should be allowed, if they make sense based on
their inheritance pattern relative to the missing person.
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2 Overview of the generation and use of DNA profiles to
identify missing persons
The process of generating DNA profiles to assist in the identification of missing persons
consists of two main steps:
Step 1: Collection of biological samples from which the profiles will be generated. These
can include intimate items of the missing person and family relatives ("reference
samples").
Step 2: DNA analysis from these samples, which includes a series of laboratory phases
like DNA extraction, quantification, amplification, and DNA profile determination in a
machine-readable format (i.e. as biometric data).
Once a candidate is found for the missing person, either alive or as human remains, a
DNA profile has to be generated from that sample ("the test sample"), using the same
two steps.
To ensure the quality of the generated profile, it is very important to define strict rules
and procedures to harmonise the steps for the production of genetic profiles from the
starting biological material. The procedures to process the test samples should be
adopted to reflect and accommodate the requirements of those used to process the
reference samples. These rules have been reported and described in a set of articles and
guidance documents [30–37], and their main conclusions are summarised in this Section.
Then, a third step is performed:
Step 3: Comparison of genetic profiles between the examined sample and the reference
sample(s) and calculation of the likelihood ratio.

2.1 General considerations
2.1.1 On the importance of the laboratory process
When dealing with DNA samples, it is very important to take into account and strictly
follow agreed protocols. In particular, many factors can easily lead to contamination of
samples, such as inappropriate handling of the sample, disposables that do not fit ISO
18385:2016 [38] or damaged storage containers. The more steps and individuals
involved in the DNA collection, extraction and amplification process, the higher the
probability of contamination.
For this reason, it is a good practice to split the operational steps of a forensic DNA
laboratory into four groups: pre-laboratory, pre-PCR, PCR, and post laboratory. The prelaboratory steps regard case assessment and collection of the sample, while the pre-PCR
steps include inspections, DNA extraction, and DNA quantification, (by fluorimetry, if
used) PCR steps include DNA amplification, electrophoresis and typing. Finally, the post
laboratory steps are mainly the interpretation of results, updating databases, and
reporting. It is thus highly recommended to execute these steps in different areas to
avoid contamination and have in place rigid and strict protocols to ensure a smooth
transition from one step to another.
The competence of the staff, the proper calibration and maintenance of the equipment,
the proper validation and quality management of procedures and protocols are crucial for
the quality of the generated DNA profile. Request for laboratory compliance with
standard ISO practices is highly recommended.

2.1.2 On the challenge of contamination
Contamination is a challenge that must be carefully monitored during the whole process
in which DNA is managed, in order to correctly obtain a good quality representative DNA
extract to be analysed. It may occur in laboratories, or during trace gathering at the
scene.
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Below, a set of broad and pragmatic recommendations is reported:


During the collection phase, samples to be analysed should ideally be recovered
as soon as possible, with appropriate equipment (e.g. shoe covers, lab coats with
hoods, gloves and facemasks), to prevent introducing operators' DNA.



During laboratory analysis, it is fundamental not to introduce the operator's DNA,
often already present in already used reagents or not well cleaned lab surfaces.
For this reason, DNA extractions, including extraction blanks, should be carried
out in dedicated extraction hoods, and multiple no-template controls (i.e. a
reaction in which there is no DNA) should be included in all DNA amplification
steps to monitor contamination.



In the laboratory where DNA extraction is performed, DNA-free, air-tight
containers should be used to avoid contamination of DNA from the surrounding
environment.



It is fundamental to maintain the rigorous use
contamination at all steps of the experimental process.



The no-template controls should be processed and analysed in parallel to all
samples. In case positive results are produced from these controls, the source of
contamination should be identified and removed. It should be considered that
negative no-template controls do not exclude the possibility of low level
contamination within individual reactions.
Positive controls should be carefully used, as they are a potential source of crosscontamination within the experiment itself. For example, it is better to use
positive controls to check the reagents, but at low copies and possibly prepared
after the preparation of the samples to be analysed.



of

controls

to

monitor

The above list is not exhaustive and for a whole and comprehensive picture, the ENSFI
"DNA Contamination prevention guidelines" 3 provides recommendations for the minimum
requirements for the laboratory layout and analysis (test) design to prevent the
occurrence of contamination.
For those cases of missing persons in which the material to be analysed is a biological
remain of a crime scene, additional provisions are included in the Anti-Contamination
Strategy [39]. This strategy is designed around the known circumstances of the
investigation, properly documented and effectively communicated to all relevant involved
staff. The factors to be considered and reported in this strategy include:







Prior to scene attendance, which regards all individuals including investigators,
witnesses, suspects or other members of the public that might have contaminated
the scene beforehand;
Identification of risky environmental factors, e.g. hot conditions, linking routes;
Staff deployment, e.g. avoiding involvement of the same personnel, vehicles or
equipment that have been used in a linked scene; scene assessment, which
includes sufficient and positioned appropriately cordons and scene protection;
Identification of contamination risks between different parts of the same scene;
avoiding the use of dogs before collection of trace DNA, which may introduce DNA
from outside the scene.

2.2 Step 1: Collection of biological samples
2.2.1 Selection of the DNA source
As described in Section 1, genetic analysis involves the characterisation and identification
of sequence targets on all major classes of genetic material, including those on
(3) http://enfsi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/DNA-contamination-prevention-guidelines-v2.pdf
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autosomal (non-sex) chromosomes, X and Y (allosomal, sex) chromosomes of the
nuclear genome, as well as the mitochondrial genome. For all of them, in current forensic
DNA analysis procedures, it is necessary to extract and purify DNA from the biological
sample, in order to obtain the DNA molecule in sufficient quantity and purity that will
allow the markers it contains to be characterized.
Well established and routine methods for extraction and purification of DNA from
biological samples are available. They allow extracting DNA from different in vivo sources
(blood, hair, saliva, semen, etc.) as well as from post-mortem remains, although for the
latter it may be more problematic. In fact, despite its relative stability in proper
conditions, DNA may decay very rapidly depending on the environmental conditions. For
example, in hot and humid climates, DNA may be become rapidly fragmented and
chemically modified, or metabolised by bacteria and moulds.
The quantity of DNA recovered varies according to both the sample type and its
condition. Table 1 summarises the amount of DNA that is usually recovered from
different sources.
Table 1. Maximum amounts of typically recoverable DNA from the various biological materials
used in forensic sciences

Source

Max Recoverable DNA

Blood

20,000–40,000 ng/mL

Semen

150,000–300,000 ng/mL

Plucked hair roots

750 ng/plucked hair roots

Shed hairs

1–12 ng/hair

Bones

3–10 ng/mg bone

Urine

1-20 ng/mL

Saliva

1,00-10,000 ng/mL
Source: Summarised from [35]

Table 1 shows that the best and most convenient sources are from blood and saliva.
Samples taken directly from living persons (i.e. relatives of the missing person) would be
the preferred sources for the generation of their profiles, if available. For the missing
person themselves, leftover samples (e.g. remains such as blood stains and intimate
objects with DNA traces such as toothbrushes, combs and cigarettes) could also be used
providing that there is sufficient confidence regarding their pristine origin.

2.2.2 Sample collection
In order to obtain optimal results, it is critically important that the collection of the
sample is done with devices designed to:






Be DNA-free and DNAse-free;
Facilitate automation, preservation, and storage;
Maintain chain of custody and sample integrity;
Not interfere with the DNA analysis step;
Achieve optimization in a variety of configurations for challenging forensic collections.

Numerous DNA sample collection kits are available on the market, aimed to address the
above mentioned issues and to provide ready-to-use and easy-to-use solutions. Still, it is
necessary to adopt specific precautions. To give few examples, a list of recommendations
and good practice provisions is reported below:
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Particular precautions must be taken for fluids like semen, saliva and blood in the
form of stains. Like on any "wet" sample, microbes are expected to grow soon on
the swab, and thus facilitate DNA degradation. As a consequence, swabs should
either be dried (avoiding contamination) or DNA should be extracted as soon as
possible. In case of dry fluid stains, it is recommended to collect them by using a
DNA-free swab moistened with a saline solution.
For bones and teeth, it is recommended to use single use forceps to collect the
sample and to place it in an appropriate envelope, as bones and teeth are
particularly susceptible to contamination by handling. Moreover, because DNA is
collected from tooth pulp and the solid bone, if possible, it is preferable to collect
the whole tooth/bone.
Hair should be plucked and not cut as most of high-quality DNA is present in hair
follicles. It is thus recommended not to touch the hair follicle and, if possible to
collect a minimum of 20 hairs from each individual.
For tissue samples that include muscle or organs, it is recommended to collect a
reasonable amount (about 1 cm3). Muscle is preferred but any tissue (except gut
because of the presence of gut microbes) is a good source of DNA.

Labelling is another relevant step to take into account and that might affect DNA
profiling. Once the sample is secured, it is important to:
 Ensure that all sample envelopes are clearly labelled with the sample type, the
collection site (GPS details if possible), date and name of collection officer, together
with a full subsequent chain of custody.
 Provide accompanying paperwork which should be completed and enclosed with the
samples.
 Ensure that samples and paperwork are sealed in a labelled, tamper-evident bag
before transport.
 In case of shipping of samples, the packaged samples should be sealed and signed by
the collector. The seals should be examined following transportation to ensure the
package was intact during shipment. It is a good practice to sign samples submitted to
the laboratory for analysis as evidence and placed in a secure evidence room.
Last but not least, in case of a concomitant legal context, it is recommended to ensure
that duplicate samples are taken.

2.3 Step 2: From sample to profile
2.3.1 The DNA extraction step
To perform a forensic DNA analysis, DNA needs to be extracted from a sample. Usually
half a nanogram of DNA is enough to provide good data. In general, it is desirable to
have an extraction methodology that enables:
 The isolation of DNA from biological samples that contain small quantities of biological
material;
 Obtaining the DNA at a high concentration so that the volume of extract used for
subsequent procedures (see Section 2.3.2) is minimal;
 The removal of inhibitors or substances that interfere with the subsequent procedures;
 The extraction of DNA from a variety of biological samples;
 The adaptation of the manual protocol and its chemistry to automation.
An optimal procedure of DNA extraction should be non-toxic, fast, economic, and should
enable to recover high purified DNA from each sample. However, there is no “universal”
DNA extraction procedure, which fulfils all these requirements. Like for the sample
collection step, in recent years various commercial kits for extraction of forensic DNA
samples have been developed and are available on the market.
More recently, there is the possibility of automating the DNA purification process by using
bench-top automated systems that enable the isolation of DNA from sample lysates.
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These systems are very efficient also for the extraction of DNA from skeletal remains,
which are considered among the most challenging ones. Moreover, the use of automated
DNA extraction allows the standardization of tests and results in forensic laboratories,
increasing the throughput and minimizing the risk of sample mixing due to human error.

2.3.2 The DNA quantification step
Once DNA is extracted, its quantification (i.e. determination of its amount) is important in
forensic DNA analysis. The amount of DNA isolated by the extraction step needs to be
quantified to ensure that the optimal amount of DNA is used for the next steps.
Estimation of DNA concentration is particularly valuable, as STR amplification kits (used
in the next step) are designed to work with specific DNA template ranges for optimal
profile generation. Quantification of DNA by spectrophotometry or fluorimetry is
insufficiently precise for forensic purposes, therefore PCR quantification method should
be used (bearing in mind the need to move DNA quantification step from pre-PCR to PCR
area of the laboratory).
Several quantification kits are available on the market. For forensics use, the kits should
optimally:
 Contain pre-formulated internal amplification control (IAC) for each reaction, to allow
quick monitoring of amplification success and to identify those samples that may
contain inhibitors;
 Be compatible from the chemistry point of view with commonly used extraction
technologies;
 Have been validated for human identification applications;
 Allow to quantify DNA from a wide variety of sources;
 Quantify a broad range of DNA concentrations (range 0.01 ng/µL ->10 ng/µL).

2.3.3 The DNA amplification step
Developed by Kary Mullis in 1983, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is still today
considered a valuable tool in DNA forensics. Briefly, PCR replicates in millions of copies
specific nucleotide sequences (demarcated from left to right by starters of PCR called
"primers") from low amounts of DNA. Products of amplification ("amplicons") are then
separated using electrophoresis according to their size. The amplification process
continues to be used in more advanced techniques, including the massively parallel
sequencing of whole genomes.
In forensics, the PCR technique is used to amplify the regions representing the STR
markers and electrophoresis is then used to separate the DNA fragments. As explained in
Section 1, the STR markers used in human identification have high variability among
individuals and are measured by the lengths of the different alleles. PCR of STRs also
allows for "multiplexing", which enables the analysis of several different loci at the same
time, in the same tube.
Several commercial kits typically designed to amplify sets of STR loci that cover
European and/or USA standard sets (Section 4.3), are available on the market; the latest
ones routinely characterise more than 20 STR loci in a single experiment [40]. It has
been observed that, sometimes, two different kits may give different results, i.e. the
value of one allele may be different. In these cases, a third kit from a different supplier
can be used to understand the correct value. This highlights the importance of recording
information on the kit used for the DNA profiling, included as a field in some standard
formats for DNA profiles (see Section 6.4).
In the past few years, instrumentations providing fully automated DNA profiling systems
have been introduced. These instruments integrate the steps of DNA extraction, rapid
PCR multiplex amplification (15 or more STR loci), amplicon separation, detection, sizing
and genotyping in less than 90 min with, however, higher costs compared to
conventional laboratory testing.
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Fundamental intrinsic limits exist with PCR amplification due to random variation in
sampling each allele at a locus. These stochastic events can lead to the so-called "allele
drop-out" (i.e. failure to detect an allele). "Allele drop-in" (i.e. detection of a false
positive allele) may also occur when the number of PCR amplification cycles is increased
to improve sensitivity (see Section 6.3.2).

2.3.4 The use of massively parallel sequencing
Developments in the field of massively parallel sequencing, MPS (previously called next
generation sequencing, NGS) have moved from original clinical genetics applications to
the forensic field. If applied to missing person identification, the proper validation of the
technique (see for example, [41]) and proper nomenclature [42] must be followed to
also allow backward comparisons with data generated by the current STR detection
standard (PCR and capillary electrophoresis).

2.4 Step 3: Evaluation of the genetic evidence
This final phase involves the comparison of the DNA profile attached to a missing person
alert with the profile generated from a candidate missing person that needs to be
confirmed and quantification of the evidence strength. Evidence strength is calculated
using the Likelihood Ratio (LR), which represents the ratio of probabilities under two
compared scenarios. When reference sample DNA profile is available for a missing person
then there are two probabilities to be combined: a probability of obtained DNA evidence
given that two samples belong to the same person, which is divided by a probability of
obtained DNA evidence given that two samples belong to different persons. When sample
DNA is available from volunteer family members instead of missing person themselves,
scenarios and conditional evidence probabilities are modified accordingly.
In all cases, though, the evidence is evaluated by principles of inferential logic,
underpinned by theoretical and empirical research in population genetics. This allows the
probability of obtained DNA evidence given that two samples belong to different persons
to be estimated from frequency of DNA sequences from these particular regions of the
genome to be estimated with confidence for various populations. The allele frequencies of
the different markers vary within the different populations, and the appropriate database
should be chosen for calculation of denominator of likelihood ratio [43]. The correct
population reflects the pool from which the unknown person is taken if they are not our
missing person.

2.4.1 Direct comparison of two profiles
If the DNA markers of two compared profiles have different values for at least three loci,
this is normally sufficient to exclude the possibility that the two DNA samples derived
from the same person. If the marker values are identical, in forensics statistical analysis
it is necessary to quantify the strength of evidence, to determine what is the ratio of the
probability that the match is a consequence of the examined sequence coming from the
same individual who provided the original sample and the probability that the match is a
consequence from a randomly occurring two individuals in the general population.
Likelihood ratios that are currently achievable using the current kits are frequently in the
order of billions allowing identity to be assigned with considerable confidence in many
cases. In the simplest case, the LR is inversely proportional to the genetic profile
frequency (LR = 1 / frequency of DNA profile in the population of potential profile
donors). As observed by Professor B.S. Weir (North Carolina State University): "In
forensics, there is a clear distinction between "identity", meaning a unique existence, and
"individualisation", pointing to a specific person. The forensic question is neither "Is this
profile unique?" nor "Are these two profiles identical?", but "Is there sufficient evidence
to demonstrate that these two profiles originate from the same source?""4.
4
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The minimal number of STR markers needed to achieve sufficient levels of confidence
derives from circumstances of the case (from the priors), and from both theoretical and
empirical studies. For example, a study of a profile dataset assembled by the Australian
forensic agencies, which allowed more than 100 million comparisons of pairs of profiles,
resulted in a single instance of eight loci matching between two persons, a father and
son. All of the instances of nine loci matching revealed that they either came from
identical twins or the same person profiled by different agencies [44]. A study of
expected match probability using 13 loci (those from the original CODIS set) showed that
the chance of generating random matches between unrelated persons in a database of
100 million different profiles is 10-15 [45].
These numbers are generally reflected in the size of the established Standard Sets
(Section 4.3), explaining also the recent increase from 7 to 12 markers in the ESS. Under
Prüm, a profile must include at least 6 of the ESS markers, to ensure that the
comparisons can be performed with at least 6 common markers with the receiving
country. Although this has caused issues of false-positives as the databases grew (see
Section 5.2.1), for a missing person scenario according to the use of the SIS, this is
mitigated by the appropriate estimation of "prior odds", i.e. the probability of identity
based on non-genetic evidence [46] that would allow to calculate posterior odds by
incorporating genetic evidence in the form of the likelihood ratio..

2.4.2 Kinship analysis
When comparing the profile of a missing person candidate with reference profiles
provided in the alert by family members, the statistical analysis is more complex. Indeed,
the profiles in this case are expected to be different: a child inherits half of their
autosomal markers from each parent, distributed randomly (See Figure 2B). It is for this
scenario that makers in standard sets are selected based on their low mutation rates
(Section 4.3) to ensure that no changes occur to the individual marker values in the time
frame when the genetic information is passed between the generations compared.
In this case, the LR is calculated based on a ratio of the probabilities of the DNA evidence
given two hypotheses: 1) the candidate person is a member of the pedigree defined by
the reference profiles and 2) the candidate person is unrelated to the known reference
members of the pedigree (see [47]). These calculations can be very complex [48].
When using the DNA profiles of family members to help in the identification of missing
persons, the best is to use as many family members as possible; unfortunately this can
make the process costly. For any tangible case, it is possible to calculate potential LR in
case of non-exclusion for different genotyped members of the pedigree using the
appropriate software (see [49]). To provide some guidance, there have been studies to
determine what are the best relatives to be chosen for the identification of missing
persons (when available).
Starting from LR calculations, 37 common references scenarios have been analysed using
the Caucasian population data on the 13 CODIS STR loci [47] and it emerged that the
most likely combinations of reference relatives giving on average higher LR values are, in
order (starting with the best):
1. Parents (possibly both - if both parents are typed, no other relative should be
necessary);
2. Children (if the missing person is a male, sons are better because the Y
chromosome is shared between father and sons);
3. A child and the biological father or mother of the child (who could be, for
example, the spouse of the missing person);
4. Full siblings (if the missing person is a male, brothers are better because both the
Y chromosome and mtDNA are shared, see Figure 3 and Figure 4);
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5. Aunts, uncles, half-siblings, grandparents and cousins (less informative but they
can be useful if one considers their Y chromosomes and mtDNA to increase the LR
or to exclude false relationships).
In all cases, it is better if the DNA compared with that of the missing person is provided
by at least two relatives whenever possible. It was also noticed that having reference
profiles from volunteers that are relatives of the missing person but that are not related
to each other gives higher average LR values.
The minimal number of markers to be used in these analyses is also greater than needed
to match two profiles, usually in the range of 10-15 autosomal STRs [40]. For example,
profiles may be submitted to the International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP,
see Section 4.2.2) database only if they comprise a minimum of 11 loci, plus Amelogenin
[12]. Most modern kits allow the simultaneous analysis of at least 20 DNA markers, so
for family members (i.e. with the availability of a good source of biological material),
these numbers should be expected in the DNA profiles.
It is also in this context that lineage markers, such as Y-STRs and mtDNA, can be useful
to provide further evidence (lineage LR) to autosomal LR values. However, care must be
taken during combination of autosomal and allosomal LRs: lineage marker is not
informative when the alternative hypothesis can concern lineage relative of the missing
person.

Section 2. Summary of key concepts
 In general, best practices for the DNA profiles encourage the use of the highest
number of markers possible (e.g. at least 20 autosomal STRs).
 If a good reference profile can be generated from the missing person, other
reference DNA profiles (i.e. from kin) are not necessary and should not be
included.
 For kin, the order of preference is: parents, children, siblings. Further relatives
(e.g. grandparents, aunts, cousins, etc.) could still be acceptable if it is justified
by the fact that no better options are available.
 When a living person is available (e.g. family members), DNA profiles should
derive from either blood samples or buccal swabs as they are the best sources of
quality DNA.
 As much technical information as possible on the process that generate the
profiles, including kit and system used, should be included as they are useful
information for the authority using this information.
 If permissible under the rules of the SIS, the population background of the
missing person and their kin should be included to allow proper statistical
analyses when matching profiles.
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3 International Standards for DNA profiling methodologies
As the previous Sections illustrated, the DNA markers so far used in the establishment of
DNA profiles constitute a minute fraction of the total information contained in the
genome of each individual - at best, a few hundred bases out of 9 billion. Importantly, it
is very hard and impractical to conclude about whether two DNA profiles correspond to
the same (or related) person if they do not contain information about the same DNA
markers. For this reason - and others related to the technical challenges involved in the
generation of the profiles (see Section 2) - international working groups and
organisations have been mandated to provide harmonised standards and quality criteria
in the field. Some of the most relevant ones are presented in this Section.

3.1 International Criminal Police Organization-INTERPOL
INTERPOL is the biggest international police organization in the world, currently including
194 countries. The official name, since 1956, is the International Criminal Police
Organization (ICPO–INTERPOL).
INTERPOL was officially created in Vienna in 1923 by Dr Johannes Schober, with the
name of International Criminal Police Commission, and underwent various changes
through the years. In 1989 the headquarters was moved to Lyon, France. In 2002, the I24/7 web-based communication system launched5, through which the member countries
can access INTERPOL’s automated DNA database.
After the 2004 Tsunami in Thailand, an INTERPOL project (FASTID) was started, creating
an international 'Missing Persons/Unidentified Dead Bodies' database. INTERPOL has
tested the use of the Bonaparte software [50] to compare the DNA profiles of missing
persons with those of their relatives.
The official website of INTERPOL is www.interpol.int

3.2 The Federal Bureau of Investigation
The DNA Advisory Board (DAB) was a group originated under the DNA Identification Act
of 1994 in United States of America by the director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI). It operated for five years from 1995 to 2000 and dealt with matters which
concerned forensic DNA applications in particular developing initial Quality Assurance
Standards (QAS) used in the U.S. for the forensics DNA community.
The first meeting was on 12 May 1995, and the DAB members included forensics
scientists, molecular geneticists, a representative from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) and a judge [51]. The aim of DAB was to give common
guidelines in order to guarantee standards for quality assurance in DNA test and forensic
data which were gathered. In 2000 the DAB’s responsibilities ended and the Scientific
Working Group of DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) (see Section 3.2.1) became
responsible for offering recommendations on revisions to the QAS as needed [51].
The DNA Identification Act6 financed forensic laboratories to improve the quality
assurance standards on DNA analysis and allowed the FBI to found the Combined DNA
Index System (CODIS) which is a set of databases that help matching the different
information on violent crimes7.
The website for CODIS is www.fbi.gov/services/laboratory/biometric-analysis/codis

(5) https://www.interpol.int/About-INTERPOL/History
(6) https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/d-3.8/
(7) https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/about-us/lab/forensic-science-communications/fsc/july2000/qualityassurance-standards-for-forensic-dna-testing-laboratories
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3.2.1 The Scientific Working Group of DNA Analysis Methods
The Scientific Working Group of DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) is a team composed of
50 scientists who represent many scientific laboratories in the USA. It was established by
the FBI in 1988 with the name of Technical Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods
(TWGDAM). Establishing quality assurance guidelines in order to improve and standardise
DNA analysis was the first assignment of TWGDAM.
In 1999 the name of Technical Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (TWGDAM) was
changed into Scientific Working Group of DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM). This
organization aims to provide new perspectives in the field, to organize meetings with
experts who focus on topic such as mitochondrial DNA, population genetics, statistics,
and Y-STRs. Meetings take place twice a year.
The SWGDAM's responsibilities include suggestions on the revision of the Quality
Assurance Standards for Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories and the Quality Assurance
Standards for DNA Databasing Laboratories.
The official website of SWGDAM is www.swgdam.org

3.3 The International Organization for Standardization
The main standards related to the process of producing the DNA profiles include:
ISO 18385:2016 - Minimizing the risk of human DNA contamination in products used to
collect, store and analyse biological material for forensic purposes – Requirements. As
the name implies, this standard specifies requirements for the production of consumables
and reagents to be used in the collection, storage, and analysis steps for the biological
material used to generate DNA profiles. The aim is to avoid nuclear DNA contamination of
these products when used by the forensics community, as described in Section 2.
ISO/IEC 17025:2017 - General requirements for the competence of testing and
calibration laboratories - This standard is based on the ISO 9001:2015 (a standard that
expresses requirements for an organization’s quality management system), and is the
minimum recommended accreditation for laboratories producing DNA profiles for a DNA
database [40] (see Section 6.1)
ISO 21043:2018 - This series of standards deals with requirements for the different
steps of the forensic process, starting from recognition and collection at the scene of
crime to reporting the results in the courtroom. The first two have been published so far:
Part 1 – Terms and definitions and Part 2: Recognition, recording, collecting, transport
and storage of items, that cover the early steps of the process (Section 2.2). Future work
items include Part 3 – Analysis and Examination, Part 4 – Interpretation and Part 5 –
Reporting.
A standard is also available for the storage and exchange of the DNA profiles:
ISO/IEC 19794-14:2013 - Information technology - Biometric data interchange
formats - Part 14:DNA data, which is described in more details in Section 6.4.3.

3.4 International expert groups
3.4.1 The European Network of Forensic Science Institutes
The European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) is an international group of
experts in forensic science. The aim of the network is to share knowledge, exchange
experiences and promote common standards in the field of forensic science in order to
allow comparison of forensic research and investigation results between European
countries.
The main activities of ENFSI are to organise meetings and scientific workshops, to
contribute to other studies, to provide expertise on forensic issues and to publish best
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practice handbooks. At the moment, ENFSI has 69 members in 37 countries, and hosts
17 Expert Working Groups including the Expert DNA Working Group.
The cooperation between European DNA laboratories has started before the birth of
ENFSI. In 1988, the European DNA Profiling (EDNAP) was born in London, when a group
of forensic scientists decided to join information and compare results about DNA analysis,
in order to improve crime investigation. The ENFSI Expert DNA Working Group was
established in Birmingham in 1995 and is collaborating with EDNAP since 2004.
The objectives of the ENFSI Expert DNA Working Group, which can be found on their
official website8, are:
 To bring together recognized (i.e. ISO 17025/IEC accredited organizations in
accordance with Council Framework Decision 2009/905/JHA) organizations actively
pursuing forensic DNA analysis methods for the purpose of exchanging and
disseminating information on forensic applications;
 To discuss, share, and compare forensic DNA analytical methods, protocols and
research;
 To establish quality assurance guidelines and quality controls for European forensic
DNA analysis;
 To co-operate with other recognized national and international organizations in
developing European standards for forensic DNA analyses;
 To serve as a mechanism for the review and revision of European guidelines for
forensic DNA analyses;
 To disseminate to the European forensic DNA community ENFSI guidelines, forensic
research results and any other work of benefit to the European forensic DNA
community.
The official website of ENFSI is www.enfsi.eu

3.4.2 The International Society for Forensic Genetics
The International Society for Forensic Genetics (ISFG) is an internationally non-profit
scientific organization established in 1968 in Mainz, Germany, by a group of expert who
studied blood antibodies. At the beginning, this society took the name of International
Society for Forensic Haemogenetics (ISFH). In 1999 the society was renamed ISFG
because genetic methods became more widespread.
The ISFG aim is to diffuse knowledge about genetic markers used in the field of forensic
sciences. This is done through the organization of biannual international congress,
seminaries/workshops, and external quality controls at regional and international levels
and publications in their journal Forensic Science International: Genetics.
The International Society for Forensic Genetics has published many guidelines pertaining
to scientific standards on genetic laboratories techniques and in particular on genetic
marker used in juridical systems.
The ISFG includes more than 1,200 members spread in over 60 countries.
The official website of ISFG is https://www.isfg.org/.
The ISFG DNA Commission was established in 1987 to deal with matters related to the
use of DNA in forensic sciences. Its aim is to discuss the developments of DNA
polymorphisms in relation to their use in the scientific and legal contexts and to make the
appropriate recommendations. The creation of the Commission was related to massive
parallel sequencing of forensic STRs. Among the currently active projects is “Evaluation
of evidence (beyond the DNA profile)” that aims to relate DNA profile to ‘how’, ‘why’ or
‘when’ it becomes evidence.
The official website of the ISFG DNA Commission is

(8) http://enfsi.eu/about-enfsi/structure/working-groups/dna
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www.isfg.org/Working+Groups/DNA+Commission

Section 3. Summary of key concepts
 The working groups and organisations described in this Section have produced a
wealth of documents that summarise their work in setting guidelines and in
providing recommendations in various aspects of the use of DNA profiles for
forensics. Many of these have a direct relevance for this document. Annex I lists
some of these important documents, as a suggestion for additional reading.
 The relevant conclusions will be further discussed and summarised in the
following Sections.
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4 Current practices in established data repositories of DNA
profiles
While Section 3 focused on the platforms through which best practices in the field are
being discussed and published, the aim of this Section is to provide an overview of some
DNA profile databases currently operating in Europe, in non-criminal contexts, and the
nature of the information they contain.

4.1 Differences between criminal and non-criminal DNA profile
databases
A criminal DNA database contains DNA profiles deriving from crime scenes, convicted
offenders, suspects and crime-stains, with the objective to solve a crime by matching
crime-related stains to persons. In certain cases, a criminal DNA database might also
contain DNA profiles of volunteers who have provided their DNA in order to facilitate
investigations. Some countries allow the inclusion of deceased victim's DNA from
unsolved cases in their databases.
A non-criminal database (such as for missing persons) contains DNA profiles of the
missing persons, their relatives and unidentified human remains, with the objective to
identify the missing. A second objective is to link different parts of the body between
them as well as to the missing, e.g. in natural disaster situations, war crimes, and
terroristic acts. Unidentified persons are not apparent victims and are usually included in
missing persons' databases; nonetheless for identification purposes, these profiles might
also be compared with criminal DNA profiles, in an attempt to identify the victims.
Because of the different objectives, some Member States keep the criminal and the
missing persons databases separated, while others have one single integrated database
[40]. Keeping these two databases separated present the following advantages:
 Data protection: the DNA profiles of missing persons and their relatives cannot be
erroneously compared with the ones stored in a criminal DNA database;
 The two DNA databases can be managed by different organizations reflecting the
different objectives;
 A specialised software is needed to find and evaluate matches between potential
missing persons/unidentified human remains and the relatives of the missing person,
which is different from the computing strength of evidence that two DNA profiles are
from the same person (see Section 2.4).
It may still be useful, in cases where the DNA databases are separated, to compare the
DNA profiles of unidentified human remains with the DNA profiles of the criminal DNA
database, as:
 DNA profiles of unidentified human remains found in one location may match with
stains found at a crime scene at another location, indicating a crime and
transportation of the unidentified to another location;
 DNA profiles of unidentified human remains may match with a reference sample,
which may assist identification. This comparison needs to be done only once, as the
unidentified person is dead and hence cannot be added to the DNA database as a
reference sample in the future.

4.2 Established missing persons databases
4.2.1 EU Member States
Most Member States have tried to produce legislation to regulate national forensic
databases with distinct orientations on the establishment of criteria for inclusion and
retention of profiles [52]. In some Member States, criminal databases and missing
person's databases are merged whereas in others, these are very distinct with different
criteria for inclusion and maintenance of a profile in the database [40]. While the Prüm
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Treaty [53] is applied to the fight of crime and terrorism (see Section 5), in the case of
missing persons, the situation is more complex and the criteria are not yet universal.
The inclusion of a DNA profile is dependent on the situation of the missing person; it
could be due to mass fatalities from natural or human-induced causes e.g. a tsunami or a
terrorist attack. Situations can be closed, where the numbers and relationships between
the missing persons are known (e.g. plane crash), or open, where the number of missing
persons cannot be assessed, e.g. tsunami. Samples derived from personal items of
missing persons or samples obtained from family members are named ante mortem
samples, while samples from unidentified bodies (or body parts) are post mortem
samples [40].
The deletion criteria for database data vary across countries; in general there is
maximum duration that the DNA profiles can be retained. It is important to take into
consideration the fact that deleting a DNA profile might also require the destruction of
the material from which the DNA was extracted, meaning that this profile cannot be
generated again. The laboratory data, i.e. electropherogram might also have to be
deleted together with associated documentation.
In summary, the criteria used by countries for the storage of a DNA profile are not
uniform and are based on many parameters: e.g. time after inclusion, type of crime,
repeated convictions. The storage time may last till the death of a person, fixed time
after the death of a person, variable time after the death of a person depending on
crime, fixed/variable time after the completion of a sentence depending on the crime, or
until no longer relevant.
The ENFSI recommends that if the removal of a DNA profile from the DNA database is
dependent on external information, a process should be in place to provide the custodian
of the DNA database access to this information, preferably by means of an automated
message, delivered after any event that influences the deletion date of a DNA profile
[40].

4.2.2 The International Commission on Missing Persons
The International Commission on Missing Persons (ICMP) was initially established to help
with the 40 000 missing persons resulting from the conflict in and breakup of Yugoslavia.
The tasks of the ICMP were formulated with different mandates and, more recently, the
ICMP treaty signed by 10 countries resulted in the establishment of the DNA laboratory in
The Hague (January 2018), rather than in Sarajevo where it was previously located. In
2000, the ICMP started its attempts of DNA identification in a large scale; highthroughput autosomal STR testing from skeletal remains were conducted successfully
[54].
DNA testing from degraded skeletal remains was primarily making use of mtDNA testing
due to its high copy number and easiness of amplification; in the case of ICMP, though,
there was no option to obtain direct ante mortem (AM) reference samples for the missing
(biopsy samples, known personal effects, see Section 2.2.1), so the identification was
performed by genetic kinship analysis of family members. Although mtDNA in its
traditional usage offers advantages in that the distant maternal relatives can be used as
references (Figure 4), given the scale of the event and the lack of distinctive non-DNA
identification evidence in almost all cases, the resolving power of mtDNA would have
been insufficient for the task of the ICMP. It was therefore decided that nuclear
autosomal DNA testing was the only route (Section 1.3.1).
Three major points were required: 1) DNA extraction and amplification methods that
would provide a sufficient success rate on degraded skeletal material, 2) DNA reference
samples from multiple close references would have to be obtained for each missing
person, and 3) the development of an effective software for large-scale kinship matching
[12].
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After the 2004 South East Asian Tsunami, in conjunction with INTERPOL, ICMP deployed
its forensic expertise as part of a major international Disaster Victim Identification (DVI)
program [55], creating a Forensic Data Management System (fDMS) that contains
forensic data including data on missing persons and their relatives.

4.2.3 The Spanish Phoenix program
The "Phoenix Program" was launched in Spain in 1998 [56], with the objective to identify
human remains from missing persons. It contains two independent databases: the
database with the STR and mtDNA profiles from bones, and the reference database,
which contains the STR profiles and mtDNA from relatives [30]. At the date of the
publication, more than 3,700 families had contacted Phoenix, 862 had enrolled in the
program and at least 319 unidentified remains had been identified and returned to the
relatives. In order to obtain uniform and reliable results, the authors suggested
recommendations for these types of databases:
 Standard operating procedures and universally accepted genetic markers should be
used;
 For results to be reliable, laboratories should be subjected to quality assurance and
quality control programs;
 The technology should be automated if possible in order to facilitate the typing of
large volumes of samples and to permit national and international searches and
comparisons;
 Proper use of the database to guarantee confidentiality according to national laws,
informed consent from voluntary donors and court orders to handle human remains
are some of the requirements of the Spanish database management.

4.2.4 The Committee on Missing persons in Cyprus
Cyprus' Committee on Missing Persons (CMP) was established in April 1981; the Greek
Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities, under the auspices of the United Nations,
agreed on its establishment and, since 1997, the leaders of the two communities agreed
to provide each other all information at their disposal on the location of graves of Greek
Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot missing persons.
In 2006, the CMP began excavations and exhumations on both sides of the island. In
order to provide the required expertise, archaeologists and anthropologists from the
Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team (EAAF) were brought in to coordinate and train a
bi-communal team of Cypriot scientists involved in exhumations and anthropological
analyses. An anthropological laboratory was setup in the United Nations Protected Area in
Nicosia.
Since 2008, the CMP’s forensic team has been carrying out exhumations autonomously.
EAAF forensic experts continue to be involved in the project for quality control purposes.
Out of 1510 Greek Cypriots and 492 Turkish Cypriots missing, 681 and 246 missing
individuals respectively have been identified and the remains returned to their families.
The ICMP has also provided support and knowledge to the initiative; in July 2012 the
ICMP began providing assistance in making DNA-based identifications. The ICMP assisted
with DNA isolation from post-mortem samples received from the CMP and matched these
DNA profiles against DNA profiles from anonymized family reference samples. In
addition, the ICMP has provided guidance on problematic cases, and assistance in
matching profiles from a historical database of samples produced prior to the ICMP’s
involvement.
As part of this project, for both the generation of family reference samples and the
population genetic studies, 18 autosomal STR loci and 17 Y-STR loci have been selected
for the analyses [57].
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4.2.5 Missing Persons Bureau-UK
The UK has established the Missing Persons Bureau (MPB) with the objective to identify
missing persons and to provide adequate information to the relatives. The MPB database
consists of a collection of DNA profiles from missing persons, their close relatives and
unidentified people or human remains. It is separate from the National DNA Database.
DNA profiles are only used to identify people or human remains, not for other purposes
(e.g. criminal investigations). Once a missing person’s location is known or a person is
identified, the DNA profiles are deleted. In case of no match, the person is not found and
the DNA profiles are kept in the database for comparison against individuals or remains
found in the future.
Any new profiles for unidentified individuals or remains submitted to the database in the
future will be compared against the profile of the missing person already submitted. The
profiles will be retained until the missing person is located or if consent to store the DNA
profile is withdrawn9.

4.2.6 The United Nations human rights and the Red Cross suggestions
In February 1980, the Commission on Human Rights decided to "establish for a period of
one year a working group consisting of five of its members, to serve as experts in their
individual capacities, to examine questions relevant to enforced or involuntary
disappearances of persons". This mandate has since been renewed. The tasks of the
Working
Group
on
Enforced
or
Involuntary
Disappearances
are
various;
concerns/recommendations on the search of persons and their DNA have been expressed
in the recent document "Draft guiding principles for the search for disappeared
persons", where it is suggested that "Procedures for the gathering of DNA samples
require the prior and informed consent of the potential donors of the samples and the
confidentiality of the victims, and ensure that the samples will be used exclusively to
identify and locate the disappeared person" [58].
Similar concerns have also been expressed by the International Committee of the Red
Cross in its document "MISSING PERSONS: A Handbook for Parliamentarians" [59]; it is
clearly stated that there must be a regulatory framework to ensure protection of
sensitive information like DNA and privacy of both of the missing persons and their
relatives. Moreover, national legislation should provide, in the cases where DNA samples
are taken, the method for doing so and the processing of the data in the framework of
the intended purpose. "It is important to ensure that a DNA analysis performed for the
purpose of identification of a missing person be separated from any other use, for
example, criminal proceedings; otherwise it may inhibit recourse to this form of
information gathering on the part of relatives and interested parties" [59].

4.2.7 DNA-Prokids
The term missing children includes many categories of child disappearances such as
runaways (children who leave their homes voluntarily), parental abductions, missing
children in migration, criminal abductions, children trafficking, lost, injured or otherwise
missing (children disappeared for no apparent reason) [60].
DNA-Prokids is an international project on the prevention of, and fight against, human
trafficking using genetic identification of victims and their relatives. It was created in
2009 and currently its headquarters is at the University of Granada, in Spain10.
DNA-Prokids is divided in three tiers [30]:
1. A national level with two genetic databases, one for the DNA profiles (and
metadata) obtained from children who live in an illegal situation and the other for
DNA profiles (and metadata) voluntarily provided by relatives.
(9) https://www.missingpersons.police.uk/en-gb/resources/factsheets-for-families
(10) http://www.dna-prokids.org/
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2. An international level with a database that allows sharing genetic data among
countries.
3. The third level is focused on data generation. Data on children found outside of
their family, children who are going to be adopted and data of voluntary relatives
of missing children will be automatically inserted into a database for comparison.
Scientific technology tools to find missing children are available, but often the legal and
social (privacy) difficulties hinder this process. For this reason it is important to try to
implement the coordination and standards (legal and scientific) among the states.
Moreover, cooperation and communication among countries can deter criminals from
kidnapping children [30].

4.3 Standard Sets of Short Tandem Repeats
The established DNA profile databases described above operate by generating profiles
using specific sets of genetic markers. As explained earlier, it is meaningless to compare
two or more DNA profiles unless they contain information about the same DNA markers.
The institutions and working groups described in Section 3 have produced different
standard sets of DNA markers, described below, with their overlap shown in Table 2. The
number of markers present in these sets is a trade-off between being small enough (to
be analysed in a single experiment) versus being sufficient (to provide sufficient
discriminating power). There are many common considerations in the selection of what
constitutes a "good" marker to be inserted in a standard set, which include [45]:
 No known association with medical conditions or defects (for privacy reasons);
 Low mutation rate (probability less than 0.30%);
 Absence of linkage and linkage disequilibrium (high level of independence, i.e. having
one of the markers does not increase the probability of having one of the others);
 High level of discrimination (a locus with a probability of identity preferably of less
than 0.1);
 It must already be in use by the international forensic DNA community;
 Successfully tested in inter-laboratory exercises;
 Compliance with quality assurance standards (refers to the loci satisfying the
requirements of the FBI Director’s Quality Assurance Standards such as validation,
being human specific, etc.).

4.3.1 The CODIS Core Loci
The CODIS Core Loci is a set of STR loci to be used in the FBI system of the same name
(see Section 3.2). Before 2017 the minimum set of loci required by CODIS, called the
“CODIS core”, consisted in 13 loci (CSF1PO, FGA, TH01, TPOX, vWA, D3S1358, D5S818,
D7S820, D8S1179, D13S317, D16S539, D18S51 and D21S11) and Amelogenin. It was
recently expanded, by the CODIS Core Loci Working Group, to include seven additional
loci (D1S1656, D2S441, D2S1338, D10S1248, D12S391, D19S433 and D22S1045) [61].

4.3.2 The European Standard Set (ESS)
A 1998 INTERPOL initiative promoted the use of DNA information to register sexual
offenders (in particular child molesters), with a core of 4 agreed loci: TH01, vWA, FGA
and D21S11; these became known as the European standard set of loci (ESS). One year
later, the set of STR loci for the INTERPOL register and the ESS was expanded to include
three more, namely D3S1358, D8S1179 and D18S51 [62]. These loci, confirmed in 2001,
constitute the core of all national DNA databases in Europe [63]. Since then, the ESS of
STR loci has been increased to 12 in 2009, by adding D1S1656, D2S441, D10S1248,
D12S391 and D22S1045 [64].
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4.3.3 The INTERPOL Standard Set
Because of their close development, the INTERPOL Standard Set of Loci (ISSOL) has
been the same as the ESS, with the addition of Amelogenin (Section 1.3.3). The five
additional loci added to the ESS were also included to the ISSOL in 2010 [65]. In addition
to these 13 loci, the INTERPOL search request form allows 16 additional loci, not
technically part of the ISSOL, shown in a separate column of Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of the STR loci present in the different published standard sets, including the
additional loci included in INTERPOL's DNA profile information form

LOCI

STANDARD SETS
CODIS

CSF1PO
FGA
TH01
TPOX
vWA
D3S1358
D5S818
D7S820
D8S1179
D13S317
D16S539
D18S51
D21S11
D1S1656
D2S441
D2S1338
D10S1248
D12S391
D19S433
D22S1045
AMEL
Penta E
Penta D
SE33
FES
F13A1
F13B
CD4
GABA

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ESS

ISSOL

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

ADDITIONAL LOCI
(INTERPOL DNA profile
information form)
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

::1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1

Although the SE33 marker it is not officially part of the CODIS Core Loci, the CODIS system, starting from
version 7.0, allows information for this marker to be used (i.e. inserted and searched for) in DNA profiles.
Source: JRC analysis, 2019

4.4 Establishing family links in reference samples
It is important for any initiative establishing and maintaining a DNA profiles database for
missing persons to correctly understand the victim’s family structure when using DNA to
establish biological relationships and identify the missing persons. The complexity of
properly capturing the exact links between the different family members, and between
the family members and the missing person, should not be underestimated.
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Different factors were reported contributing to this complexity [66,67], including:
 The language and terms used to describe biological relationships can be confusing and
may vary according to the cultural context (e.g. "cousin"). This has led to efforts, for
example in Electronic Health Records, to harmonise the vocabularies for family
relationships (see, for example, SNOMED CT11 and HL7's RoleCode12)
 Family members are under extreme stress when relatives go missing, potentially
causing them to provide incorrect or inaccurate information;
 The description of family links can become difficult when the donors of reference
profiles are distant relatives;
 Complicated family structures exist, involving, for example, multiple marriages,
adoptions, in vitro fertilizations, etc.
For this reason, when the DNA profiles of family members are gathered for the
identification of missing persons, it is recommended and common practice to report, not
only a written description (father, uncle, etc.) but a family tree where the biological link
between the donor and the missing is made explicit (see an example in Figure 5).
Figure 5. Example family tree as part of a DNA reference profile collection form. The donor is
invited to circle their relationship to the missing individual.

Source: JRC, 2019, adapted from [67]

11
12

https://browser.ihtsdotools.org/
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/v3/RoleCode/cs.html
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Section 4. Summary of key concepts
 Criminal and non-criminal DNA profile databases differ in the type of information
they content and their purposes.
 The institutions and working groups described in Section 3 have produced
different standard sets of DNA markers, according to specific selection criteria.
 The number of markers in these sets is a trade-off between being small enough
to be analysed in a single experiment and large enough to provide sufficient
discriminating power.
 Established DNA profile databases operate by generating and storing profiles
using specific sets of genetic markers, as it is difficult to compare two or more
DNA profiles unless they contain information about the same DNA markers.
 If family members reference profiles are used, it is crucial to correctly
understand the victim’s family structure when using DNA to establish biological
relationships and identify the missing persons. A family tree showing the
biological links between the missing person and the reference profile donor(s)
should be included as additional information.
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5 Lessons learned from the exchange of DNA profiles under
Prüm
The previous Section described some of the existing databases containing DNA profiles in
Europe. A current, practical example of systematic exchange of DNA profiles between EU
Member States can be found in the activities around the implementation of the Prüm
decisions. This Section summarises the challenges that have been (or are being) faced in
the implementation of this framework, highlighting when this experience could lead to
recommendations for the SIS.
It should be noted that DNA profiles of missing persons and relatives are not exchanged
under the Prüm. For this exchange, other police cooperation channels are usually used.

5.1 The Prüm Decisions
In May 2005, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and
Spain signed the Convention on the stepping up of cross-border cooperation, also known
as the "Prüm Convention" [68]. Other Member States joined the first group of signing
countries and, presently, there are 14 States that have ratified the convention and 5
countries that have expressed their intention to do so [69]. In June 2008, some parts of
the Prüm Convention became the Council Decision 2008/615/JHA [70], with Council
Decision 2008/616/JHA [53] defining its implementation. These are collectively referred
to as the "Prüm Decisions".
According to Prüm Decision 2008/615/JHA, each Member State must elect a National
Contact Point (NCP) which has the task to check the exchange of data with the other
States [71]. In order to prevent crimes and to maintain public order, Member States
exchange data during major events (such as cross-border events or regarding a possible
terrorism offence).
The system of DNA data exchange does not have a central site; the databases, software
application, and e-mail components are located within the Member States and the data
exchanged on a peer-to-peer basis.
The flow of data during a request under the Prüm Decisions [72] begins when a Member
State generates a message with a DNA profile, encrypts this message through
Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (sMIME) before sending it by e-mail to the
requested country. The network system that connects all Member States is called sTESTA
(Trans European Services for Telematics between Administrations). After receiving the
requested message, the requested country decrypts the message and searches its
national database with the attached profile. The answer consists of "HIT" or "NO-HIT"
result (assuming no error occur in the process); this answer is what is sent back to the
requesting country, through the same encryption steps and network. Even in the case of
a HIT notification, the response does not contain any personal information - further
investigations will be carried out by an identification number that allows the exchange of
more detailed information on the results by specially authorized officers.

5.2 Challenges in the implementation of the Prüm Decisions
According to the original decisions, all EU Member States should have implemented the
Prüm Decisions by August 2011. However, a 2018 study highlighted that some Member
States were still in the process of implementing them [71]. The reasons for these delays
were analysed in different documents (see, for example, the Council of the European
Union Note 14918/10 [73]). The main challenges met are: IT problems, privacy and data
protection issues, legal issues, national structures, lack of information, lack of human
resources and funding [69]. Some of the most relevant ones are further described below.
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5.2.1 Challenges related to the exchange of DNA profiles
According to the State of Play report (5017/3/16) of the Council [74], ten countries were
reported, at that time, to have problems in actively and successfully exchanging DNA
data [69]. Technical and non-technical reasons can be associated to the problems in
exchanging DNA data.
Number of overlapping loci
As described in Section 4.3, three standard sets of loci are used by the different countries
to generate DNA profiles:
 A set of 20 loci in the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS);
 A set of 12 loci in the European Standard Set (ESS);
 A set of 24 loci in the INTERPOL DNA Profile information form (ISSOL + additional).
With the advent of the Prüm Decisions, and the consequent numerous exchanges of DNA
profiles, the lack of uniformity among the standard sets used by different Member States
in their national databases has become an issue. In fact, only 12 loci (those used in the
ESS) are common to all standard sets (see Table 2); the EU Council resolutions 2001/C
187/01 and 2009/C 296/01 encouraged Member States to use the ESS as a minimum in
their national databases, in order to allow comparison of DNA profiles.
Impact for the SIS: The DNA profiles uploaded in the CS-SIS, no matter from which
country they are submitted should contain as many loci as possible from the 12 common
loci included in the European Standard Set.
False positives/negatives
According to the Prüm inclusion and matching rules [53], it is necessary that at least six
loci match between both DNA-profiles before a "Hit" response is provided by the
requested authority. However, the automatic comparison of DNA profiling increased the
risk to find false-positive matches because of a significant growth of DNA profiles in
national DNA databases. Some have suggested considering using more loci (8 to 10) to
decrease false positives.
Impact for the SIS: Based on this experience, a recommended number of 10 loci should
be requested for the minimum number of loci to be included in a DNA profile for the CSSIS. This is not applicable when using reference DNA profiles (i.e. family members of the
missing), as the statistics are completely different (Section 2.4) and, in this scenario, the
minimum of loci necessary should be higher.

5.2.2 Challenges related to the follow-up of requests made under Prüm
After the comparison of the DNA profiles, the hits obtained are subject to different
evaluation criteria (not only by strength of evidence by likelihood ratio but also by
tactical, reliability, legal, priority and sustainability issues); as a consequence, Taverne et
al.(2017) have stated that only 2% of the total number of "Hit" responses following a
request under Prüm were used in court [75].
Impact for the SIS: Although not directly applicable for the SIS, this highlights that
sometimes it is difficult to reach a conclusion with sufficient confidence when comparing
DNA profiles to ascertain identity. This is even more delicate when family member
profiles are used. Often, it is necessary to use, thus to generate and share, additional
information (more markers, more references, etc.) to what is originally attached to a
request. In some cases, allowing the authority that uses the DNA profiles in a missing
person case to contact the authority that generated it can be crucial for a final conclusion
to be drawn.

5.3 Future steps: the European Forensic Scientific Area
On 15 June 2011, at the meeting of the Law Enforcement Working Party in Brussels,
Pawel Rybicki, Chairman of ENFSI, presented the proposal to create by 2020 a European
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Forensic Science Area This proposal was endorsed by the EU Council [76]. The European
Forensic Science Area will be an infrastructure where routine forensic processes will be
based on harmonised scientific and legal standards and in which forensics experts will
cooperate with each other and with the criminal justice systems.
Member States and the Commission will work together to make progress in different
areas [77], including the establishment of common best practice manuals and their
application in daily work of forensic laboratories and institutes and the identification of
optimal and shared ways to create, update, and use forensic databases.
The ENFSI and Europol will participate to the initiative to establish the European Forensic
Science Area; the Cross-Border Exchange and Comparison of Forensic DNA Data in the
Context of the Prüm Decision (DAPIX) will take care of activity 6: “Stimulating exchange
of forensic data via Prüm and improving its quality" [71].

Section 5. Summary of key concepts
 The Prüm Decisions describe a communication system to allow the exchange of
DNA profiles between the different Member States and their individual DNA
profile databases.
 DNA profiles of missing persons and relatives are not exchanged under the
Prüm. For this exchange, other police cooperation channels are usually used.
 The specific STR markers to be used for the alerts in the CS-SIS should be a
combination of those present in the Standard Sets, to maximise compatibility
between authorities.
 The DNA profile, if generated for the missing person, should be composed of at
least 10 autosomal STR markers.
 The information and contact details of the laboratory that generated the profile
should be attached to the submitted profiles, in case further information is
needed when matching the profiles to a missing person candidate.
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6 Evaluating the quality of a submitted DNA profile
Once generated through the process described in Section 2, a DNA profile is represented
by alphanumeric data consisting of a set of markers names, each associated to a pair of
numbers (the number of repeats at each of the two alleles of the marker). For mtDNA,
the profile is a string of letters representing the sequence of the DNA at the region used
for forensics. Figure 6 shows an example of a DNA profile, both with the STR markers (A)
and a mtDNA sequence (B).
Figure 6. Example of a DNA profile as generated for forensics purposes, including (A) the repeat
values of different STR markers and (B) mtDNA sequence of the HV1 region

Source: JRC, 2019. (B) taken from the reference mitochondrial genome, GenBank Accession NC_012920).

A DNA profile thus consists of text, which needs to be taken into account when
identifying the specific metrics/criteria that can be developed to ensure that "the
minimum data quality standards and technical specifications have been met", as stated in
Regulation (EU) 2018/1862 [3]. This Section describes a set of strategies that have and
can be used to ensure the quality of the DNA profiles to be stored in DNA databases.

6.1 Demonstrating the quality of the process that generated the
profiles
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 highlighted how complex and delicate the whole chain of events
involved in the production of DNA profiles from the biological sources is. Mistakes made
at any point of the process may result in a final profile which is either incorrect or
incomplete. This is reflected in the intense and coordinated efforts, through the years, to
develop sets of standards, best practices and quality management rules in the field and
in the laboratory (Sections 2 and 3).
Although the DNA profile database manager, who receives the final product, generally
has little control or oversight of what is done upstream, it is possible to use these
standards as a way to document (and verify) the quality context of the process.
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As described in Section 3.3, ISO/IEC 17025:2017 allows laboratories that carry out tests,
sampling, and calibration of the instruments to demonstrate that their results are reliable
and valid; this allows the sharing of results among laboratories in different countries,
without having to carry out further tests. The standard covers General Requirements,
Structural Requirements, Resource Requirements, Process Requirements, and
Management System Requirements [78]. Quality assurance and control measures consist
of several elements, including documentation and validation of methodologies, internal
and external proficiency testing, and periodic case review. Laboratories can demonstrate
that they are adhering to international standards through third-party accreditation.
ISO/IEC 17025:2017 is the minimum recommended accreditation for laboratories
producing DNA profiles for a DNA database [40].

6.2 Verifying the quality of the experiment that generated the
profile
Although the final "processed" DNA profile consists of alphanumeric data (see Figure 6),
the values are generated by the interpretation of the output of a laboratory instrument.
Commonly, the value (number of repeats) for each STR allele is determined by
comparing the size of the fragments to a standard size ladder and allelic cocktail,
resolved by electrophoresis. An example output trace is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Example electropherogram of an experiment to generate a DNA profile, which is
interpreted from comparing the size of the alleles at the different markers with standard size

ladders and allelic cocktail.
Source: Kline/NIST, taken from https://www.nist.gov/image/cellularfingerprintjpg

There is, at this stage, a lot of information and automatic software available for the
experienced operator to interpret and take into account when transforming these traces
to the final numbers composing the DNA profile, which include indications regarding the
quality of the experiment.
Tools have also been developed to specifically evaluate the raw electrophoresis data
contained in the files generated by the instruments at this stage, such as the OSIRIS
(Open Source Independent Review and Interpretation System) tool 13. The type of quality
control metrics generated by this tool from an experiment includes the measured noise
for each channel, the max base pair error (from sample to ladder), and the peak heights
[79], providing an independent assessment of the experiment quality.
For sequencing experiments (for example in reading the mtDNA sequence), similar tools
have been developed and are available, depending on the sequencing technology used.
Although quantified quality metrics can be objectively evaluated to a set of
thresholds/ranges of acceptance, from the point of view of a DNA profile database
manager the following concerns should be kept in mind:
 Even with the assistance of the software tools, this evaluation requires highly
specialised and advanced technical skills in the field;
(13) https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/osiris/
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 The tools/metrics/thresholds need to be adapted to the different "raw" outputs
produced by different (existing and future) technologies used in the process;
 The raw data files are usually large in size and require an appropriate storage
infrastructure;
 The files cannot be used as such to compare different DNA profiles in confirming the
identity of a missing person. An interpretation to a marker/value text format is in any
case necessary for this.
For these reasons, this approach is not normally considered in DNA profile database
management procedures. However, a DNA database manager should not give up
regarding the incoming data available, see below.

6.3 Checking for "hints" of low quality in the final text file
Although the final DNA profile is "simply" text, there are a lot of opportunities in the
values it contains to evaluate its quality and hint at some problems that may have
appeared upstream. This Section summarises some of the strategies evaluating the
values present in the final profile.

6.3.1 Contamination
Because the most common procedure to derive the values of the different markers (STRs
or mtDNA) involves an amplification step that starts with a low amount of the donor
DNA, any contamination of the original sample with DNA or biological material of
someone involved in the process prior to the amplification step may interfere with the
final profile. This is the reason why avoiding contamination is so important in the process
(see Section 2.1.2). If this happens despite the precautions taken, two things may
happen:
1. The final profile is a combination of the "correct" profile and the contaminating
source;
2. The contaminating source completely takes over and the final profile corresponds
to a single, but wrong, person.
Both these scenarios may be tested in the final DNA profile, as explained in the following
paragraphs.
Profiles representing a combination different sources: mixed profiles
The term "Mixed profile" refers to the presence of DNA information from two or more
individuals in a single DNA profile [80]. Scientifically this phenomenon is observed when
DNA analysis by capillary electrophoresis shows an electropherogram (Figure 7) with
three or more peaks at more than two loci. If the sample is originated from only one
individual (barring very rare biological phenomena) the peaks are at most two, one for
each allele [81].
In order to standardise as much as possible the interpretation of these profiles in the
forensic field, guidelines have been defined. When mixed profiles of the victim and
perpetrator are seen from sexual assault evidence, the victim profile can be generated
separately and subtracted from the mixture [82]. In other cases, however, even using
complex statistical approaches that calculate likelihood, mixed profiles interpretation
remains a complex process that may not generate usable evidence [83,84]. Best
practices documents state that if a mixed profile cannot be avoided in a DNA profile
database, it should not contain more than 2 individuals [40]. Under the rules of the
international exchanges under Prüm, no mixed profiles are allowed [85].
Profile corresponding to the wrong person: elimination databases
Elimination (or exclusion) databases are DNA profile databases containing the profiles of
the actors involved in generating a particular DNA profile, from the crime scene workers
to the laboratory staff. If a match is found between the generated profile and someone in
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this database, it can be inferred that this profile was derived from a contamination along
the process and is thus not representative of the original biological sample.
A 2011 initiative by the Laboratoire de Sciences Judiciaires et de Médecine Légale
(LSJML), in Québec (Canada), aimed to increase the number of crime scene workers
volunteering their own DNA profile for an elimination database [86]. The analyses
showed that 14% of the profiles uploaded in the resulting elimination database could be
matched to profiles generated in previous crime scenes. This highlights the importance of
this procedure, now included in the best practices in many Member States. As an
example, Ireland's "Criminal Justice (Forensic Evidence and DNA Database System) Act
2014" describes in part 5, the procedure in taking samples to generate elimination
databases from both the Garda Síochána and crime scene investigators14.
Best practices also recommend the inclusion in elimination databases of forensics
laboratory staff of all categories, as far as possible within the boundaries of the data
protection law of their country [40]. Even the workers in the chains of production of
consumables and kits used by the forensics laboratories may be a source of
contamination. The ICMP has been involved in a series of discussions with the relevant
companies in order to develop a Manufacturers’ Exclusion Database (MED) to be used in
this context [87].

6.3.2 Low quantity or poor quality of the purified DNA used to generate
the profile: dropped alleles.
Allelic drop-out and drop-in events are forensic phenomena that occur when DNA
extracted from a sample and used to generate a profile is in very low amount or strongly
degraded.
Allelic drop-out happens when the system manages to amplify just one of the two alleles
in a heterozygous genotype. The result of this is an incorrect characterization of that
given locus that will contain only one value instead of two; in this case, in fact, a
heterozygous genotype will be genotyped as homozygous. For example, a specific marker
that should have the values 10 and 15 would be reported as having the values 10 and
10, if the conclusion of seeing a single peak (of value 10) is that both alleles are merged
in the same peak. Locus drop-out happens when the system completely fails to amplify
the given locus, usually locus with long amplicons.
Drop-in is another irreproducible artefact that consists in the synthesis, during the PCR
reaction, of one or more alleles different from those actually present. These result in
more than 2 values for a specific marker (or more independent markers), which
sometimes may be mistaken with the presence of a mixed profile [88].
Despite numerous studies [88–90] that suggest guidelines and software that allow
probabilistic analyses (e.g. EuroForMix, STRmix, TrueAllele, and Kongoh for quantitative
continuous model, LRmixStudio for qualitative model), to date, there is no universally
accepted interpretation of these artefacts in the forensic field.

6.3.3 Consistency of the marker values with population information
Although, when a sufficient number of markers is characterised, the resulting profile can
be assigned to a unique person, the values for individual markers fit within relatively
narrow ranges representing the existing variation at these positions of the genome that
exist in the human species.
As more and more DNA profiles are being generated, either as part of forensics cases or
scientific studies, better information becomes available about the range of possible
values for each marker and their relative frequencies in different populations. Databases
are being maintained to make these results available, as they are important in the
computations involved in comparing the DNA profiles, and include pop.STR [91], STRidER
(14) http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2014/act/11/enacted/en/html
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[92], STRBase [93] and ALFRED [22]. Table 3 shows, when available, the range of values
reported in the different resources for each of the markers in Table 2. Although rare
allele values outside these ranges may occur, this information can be used to at least
highlight possible abnormal values in a DNA profile that would warrant a second look at
the raw data files.
Table 3. Range of reported values for each allele in databases compiling information about the
frequencies in different populations. The last column shows the upper and lower limits for each
marker that can be used to compare the values in a final DNA profile

pop.STR

STRIDER

STRBase

ALFRED

Recommended
verification
range

6-15
16-46.2
5-12
6-13
11-22
6-20
7-16
6-15
8-18
7-16
5-15
9-28
24.2-39
8-20.3
8-17
11-27
8-19

/
16-33.2
5-10.3
/
11-21
11-20
/
/
8-18
/
8-15
9-25
24.2-35.2
9-20.3
8-17
14-28
9-19

5-16
12.2-51.2
3-14
4-16
10-25
8-20
6-18
5-16
7-20
5-17
4-16
7-39.2
12-41.2
9-21
8-17
11-28
8-19

5-18
9-45.2
4-31.2
5-16.1
9-24
7-44.2
6-22
5-19
6-25
5-18
4-16.2
5-31.2
12-41.2
9-19.3
/
10-29
/

5-18
9-51
3-32
4-17
9-25
6-45
6-22
5-19
6-25
5-18
4-17
5-40
12-42
8-21
8-17
10-29
8-19

12-27.2
9-18.2
8-19

14-27
10-18.2
10-20

15-26'
5.2-20
8-20

13-28
7-20
/

12-28
5-20
8-20

5-24
2.2-17
3-34.2
7-15
3.2-17
3-12
/
/

/
/
6.3-32.2
/
/
/
/
/

5-26
1.1-18
3-39.2
7-15
3-17
6-12
4-15
/

5-29
3.2-22
6.3-37
4-16
1-19
5-12
4-16
/

5-29
1-22
3-40
4-16
1-19
3-12
4-16
/

LOCI

CSF1PO
FGA
TH01
TPOX
vWA
D3S1358
D5S818
D7S820
D8S1179
D13S317
D16S539
D18S51
D21S11
D1S1656
D2S441
D2S1338
D10S124
8
D12S391
D19S433
D22S104
5
Penta E
Penta D
SE33
FES
F13A1
F13B
CD4
GABA

ALLELE FREQUENCIES

Source: JRC analysis, 2019, compiled from [91], [92], [93] and [22]

The same analyses can be performed for common Y-STR markers (Table 4).
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Table 4. Range of reported values for commonly used Y-STR alleles from the STRidER database

MARKER NAME

ALLELE RANGE* (REPEAT
NUMBERS)

DYS19

10-19

DYS385 a/b

7-28

DYS389 I DYS389 II

DYS389I: 9-17 DYS389II:2434

DYS390

17-28

DYS391

6-14

DYS392

6-17

DYS393

9-17

YCAII a/b

11-25

DYS388

10-18

DYS426

10-12

DYS434

9-12

DYS437

13-17

DYS438

6-14

DYS439

9-14

DYS447

22-29

DYS448

20-26

DYS456

13-18

DYS461 (A7.2)

8-14

DYS635 (C4)

17-27

Y-GATA-H4

8-13 (25-30)

Y-GATA-C4

20-25

Y-GATA-A10

13-18

Source: JRC analysis, 2019, compiled from [92]

6.3.4 Mitochondrial DNA sequence: the FASTQ format
In the case where the "value" of a marker is not a number but a DNA sequence, as in the
case of the hypervariable regions of mitochondrial DNA (see Figure 6B), a standard file
format, the FASTQ format, allows sharing both the sequence and an associated "quality
score" for each base in that sequence, the FASTQ format [94]. A sequence in FASTQ
format is made by four lines per sequence, for example:
@SEQ_ID description
CTCGCATCATCAGCTAGCATCGATCATCGATCAGTCACGTAGTC
+
!''*((((***+))%%%++)(%%%%).1***-+*''))**55C!

where:
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 Line 1 begins with a '@' character and is followed by the sequence identifier and an
optional description.
 Line 2 is the raw sequence letters, i.e." A","T","C" and "G".
 Line 3 begins with a '+' character and is optionally followed by the same sequence
identifier (and any description) again.
 Line 4 encodes the quality values for the sequence in Line 2, and must contain the
same number of symbols as letters in the sequence of line 2. To each base in the
string describing the DNA sequence (A, C, T or G) corresponds a byte representing the
quality of the sequencing result at that base, also described as a number or a
corresponding ASCII character: from 0x21 (lowest quality; '!' in ASCII) to 0x7e
(highest quality; '~' in ASCII).
Several bioinformatics tools to analyse FASTQ files and produce reports on quality of
sequences are available. One of the most used is FASTQC, freely available at
https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/.
It should be noted that, for convenient reporting of mtDNA haplotypes and for database
searches, a format has been proposed that only reports the differences in the DNA
sequence relative to the revised version of the first human mtDNA sequence (rCRS) 15.
When transforming the mtDNA sequence to this format, it is important to follow the
proper convention and rules [95]. However, since this format does not include indication
of the quality of the original sequencing experiment, and can be, in any case, derived by
the downstream user of this information from the full sequence, it is recommended to
request the full sequence (in the FASTQ format) for inclusion in the CS-SIS.

6.4 Standardised formats for DNA profiles
The fact that both the data and the metadata associated to DNA profiles can be
expressed as alphanumeric text allows the use of mark-up languages as an efficient
format to store and share DNA profiles, and automated rules can thus be incorporated to
verify the consistency of the information within the different tags.
In fact, different XML standard schemas have been described for the purpose of
exchanging DNA profiles information, summarised in this Section. The development of
these formats are crucial to allow the development of automatic export/import
procedures, as manually entering DNA profiles in databases has been shown to be a
significant source of error [40].

6.4.1 Prüm
Council Decision 2008/616/JHA, that implements the "Prüm" legislation (see Section
5.1), includes in its Annex (Chapter 1, Section 4 of [53]) a description of an XML schema
for the exchange of DNA profile information (Figure 8).
The header fields contain information about the transmission defined specifically for the
Prüm DNA exchange (request, requesting and requested). The body ("datas") contains
the DNA profile(s) relevant to the request, and is based on the schema defined for the
INTERPOL DNA exchange gateway.
This schema is thus designed to send specific requests (or the response), focusing on the
investigation of criminal offences. This has a few consequences for the use of attaching
DNA profile information to assist in the identification of missing persons:
 Specimen info limited to "person" or "stain", with no possibility to include family
relationships in case of reference profiles.
 The schema is limited to ESS/ISSOL loci, with a set list of possible additional loci,
those listed in Table 2. These are named fields: the names of the 24 markers are
coded as the names of the tags in the schema. For this reason, the format cannot
accommodate other markers, including any Y-STRs.
15

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NC_012920
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the structure and fields of the Prüm XML format.
Highlighted are (1) the field for the type of profile ("person" or "stain") and (2) the fields
to include the information about the specified set of DNA markers.

Source: JRC analysis, 2019, from [53]

6.4.2 CODIS
The CODIS Unit of the Federal Bureau of Investigation has published two Interface
Specifications for the exchange of DNA profiles within their systems. The first, the CODIS
CMF 3.216, describes the interface between CODIS and external systems. The second, the
recently published CODIS Rapid Import CMF 17 describes the interface between the Rapid
DNA instruments and the CODIS Rapid Enrolment (CRE) application (Figure 9).
Both formats are similar and can accommodate any STR marker, autosomal or Y-STRs.
They allow inclusion of information about the kits used in the laboratory and, in the case
of the Rapid Import CMF, the instrument that produced the profile.
These formats have fields that contain information on the specimen related to the profile
which is more descriptive than the Prüm format, and in the case of the CMF 3.2
specification, explicitly allows family links information (Biological Child, Biological Father,
Biological Mother, Biological Sibling, etc., see appendix D of the specification file).
Because of the Rapid DNA Concept of Operation described in the specification, Rapid
Import CMF includes required fields linked to arrest time and crime description, as well as
(16)
(17 )

Currently accessible from:
https://github.com/ncbi/osiris/blob/master/osiris/docs/CODIS%20CMF%203.2%20Interface%20Specif
ication.pdf
http://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/codis-rapid-import-cmf-interface-specification-r16-170925-508.pdf
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reference to fingerprint capture, which is not applicable for the CS-SIS under the current
legislation. The explicit list of valid specimen categories is also thus more limited
(Arrestee, Convicted Offender, Detainee, Juvenile, and Legal), but the appendix leaves
the possibility of using other categories if needed.
Figure 9. Schematic representation of the structure and fields of the CODIS XML formats. A: the
CODIS CMF version 4.3; highlighted are (1) the description of the source of the profile (specimen)
and (2) the information about the markers analysed for each specimen. B: the CODIS Rapid Import
CMF Version 1.0; highlighted are (1) the information on the device used to generate the profile, (2)
the description of the source of the profile (specimen) and (3) the information about the markers
analysed for each specimen.

Source: JRC analysis, 2019
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6.4.3 ISO/IEC 19794-14
The ISO/IEC 19794 series is a set of standards designed to describe biometric data
interchange formats applicable to identity management systems. In this series, part 14
refers specifically to the exchange of DNA profiles for the purpose of person identification
or verification [96].
This standard is the most flexible of those described in this Section, allowing not only the
description of any STR marker, but also mtDNA sequences (Figure 10). In addition, it
allows unequivocal description of the links between the missing person and the family
reference samples (see Section 4.4), including information about family members who
did not contribute a profile, by allowing the description of the full relevant pedigree. It
also contains fields to describe the certification of the laboratories, including the scope of
this certification (e.g. for STRs, mtDNA, or both).
Figure 10. Schematic representation of the structure and fields of the ISO 19794-14 XML format.
Highlighted are (1) the full pedigree related to the profile(s) included, (2) the certification of the
laboratory that generated the profile, (3) the information about the markers analysed for each
sample, if they are STRs and (4) sequence information, if the marker used is mtDNA.

Source: JRC analysis, 2019, from [96]

6.4.4 Verifying internal consistency
An important advantage of using structured formats such as those described above is
that rules can be implemented to automatically verify the integrity and completeness of
the submitted DNA profiles. An amendment to the ISO/IEC 19794 Standard, released in
2016, added an Annex A that describes an exhaustive conformance testing methodology,
that included rules to verify that the information in the different fields are in line with
what is expected.
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If, on the other hand, entry of a DNA profile in the CS-SIS is done manually, the process
should have special functionalities in order to minimise the risk of a human error
(mistyping). For entering profiles into CODIS and Interpol, this is done by asking to enter
the whole DNA profile twice, and the profile is accepted only if the values of loci are the
same in all fields in both attempts.
Other conventions can be implemented to further increase the chances of identifying
errors in the process that generated the profile. One example is the common convention
that the two values for each STR marker should be reported in the order of their value,
i.e. first the smaller, then the larger of the two (e.g. "12, 15" and not "15, 12"). These
rules can be added to those verifying the plausibility of the individual allele values (see
Section 6.3.3).
Another possibility to verify internal consistency is the evaluation of multiple reference
profiles in the case they are biologically related. As an example, if the reference profiles
are said to include both the father (A) and the full-sibling sister (B) of the missing
person, it is possible to check and confirm, by comparing their profiles, that A is the
biological father of B.

Section 6. Summary of key concepts
 A DNA profile is represented by alphanumeric data. If STR markers are used, it
consists in a set of markers names, each associated to a pair of numbers (the
number of repeats at each of the two alleles of the marker). If the marker used
is mtDNA, it consists of a DNA sequence.
 The DNA profiles to be stored in the CS-SIS should be expressed as
alphanumeric text, formatted using a mark-up language such as XML.
 Different standard XML formats already exist, and may be used for this purpose.
It is recommended to investigate with the different authorities the possibility for
their DNA database software to export in one of these existing formats (in
particular ISO 19794-14), to avoid manual entry of the information.
 If manual entry of a DNA profile is allowed, the process should have special
functionalities in order to minimise the risk of a human error (mistyping). For
example, the profile should be entered twice, and the values should be
consistent. Also, for each STR locus the first reported allele value should be, as a
rule, lower than the second allele value.
 Validation rules, mapping acceptable values for the different fields in the
submitted profile (test assertions) should be developed and applied.
 The laboratories that produced the profile(s) must be ISO/IEC 17025:2017
(and/or nationally equivalent) accredited.
 No mixed profiles should be submitted (max 2 values for each STR marker),
unless justification is provided.
 Because of the availability of living persons (thus high quality samples), no
dropped alleles should be allowed for reference profiles from family members.
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 The DNA profiles should be checked against appropriate elimination DNA
databases.
 For markers submitted as DNA sequences (i.e. mtDNA), the format should
include a quality value for each base (the FastQ format), that should allow
conclusions of an acceptable quality level for forensics purposes.
 The names of the loci included in the profile should be checked against the list of
standard markers. The values for each locus included should be verified against
the range of known values for these profiles in the population, when available.
Discrepancies should be investigated.
 When uploading multiple reference DNA profiles that have established familial
links between each other the consistency of the kinship relationships between
these reference individuals should be confirmed.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations
This Section summarises the recommendations and conclusions for the addition of DNA
profiles to alerts submitted to the CS-SIS. The right column refers to the Section of the
text where the statement is taken from.
These focus on the two main objectives of this report: 1) What is the nature and content
of a "DNA profile" that may be attached to alerts on the CS-SIS (data, metadata and
format); 2) How can their "quality" be evaluated?

7.1 DNA profiles - data
1

The DNA profiles attached to missing persons alerts in the CS-SIS
should be composed of STRs, described as the name of the
markers attached to their values (number of repeats on each of
the two alleles).

Section 1.3.1,
Figure 6

2

The use of other markers, such as SNPs, is not expected at this
stage, due to the state of the art of the harmonised
implementation of this technology.

Section 1.3.5

3

The specific STR markers to be used should be a combination of
those present in the Standard Sets, to maximise compatibility
between authorities.

Section 4.3,
Section 5.2.1

4

The submissions should encourage the use of the highest number
of markers possible (at least 20 autosomal STRs).

Section 2.4

If a good quality reference DNA profile is available directly from the missing
person:
5

The profile should be composed exclusively of autosomal STRs.

Section 1.3.1

6

The profile should be composed of at least 10 autosomal STR
markers.

Section 5.2.1,
Section 2.4.1

7

Reference DNA profiles (from kin) are not necessary and should
not be included.

Section 2.4.1

If a DNA profile is not available from the missing person, or if there are doubts
about its origin or concerns about its quality:
8

Reference profiles, from available ascendants and/or descendants,
should be included following the appropriate consent procedures.

Section 4.2,
Section 2.4.2

9

If available, the order of preference should be: parents (especially
mother), children, and siblings.

Section 2.4.2

10

Further relatives (e.g. grandparents, aunts, cousins, etc.) could
still be acceptable if no closer kin options are available.

Section 2.4.2

11

Each profile should be composed of at least 20 autosomal STR
markers.

Section 2.4.2

12

DNA profiles from family members should be derived from either

Section 2.2.1
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blood samples or buccal swabs.
13

Because of the possibility of directly sampling the persons (thus
high quality samples), no mixed profiles or dropped alleles should
be allowed for reference profiles.

Section 6.3.1,
Section 6.3.2

14

For reference profiles, the use of other markers (Y or X
chromosomes STRs, mtDNA) should be allowed, if they make
sense based on their inheritance pattern relative to the missing
person.

Section 1.3.2,
Section 1.3.4,
Section 2.4.2

7.2 DNA profiles - metadata
In addition to the DNA profiles per se (markers and values), the submission should
include the following information:
15

The information and contact details of the laboratory that
generated the profile, in case further information is needed when
matching the profiles to a missing person candidate.

Section 5.2.2

16

The certification of the laboratory that generated the profile(s).

Section 6.1

17

If reference profiles are used, a family tree showing the biological
links between the missing person and the reference profile
donor(s).

Section 4.4

18

As much technical information as possible, including kit and
system used to generate the profiles.

Section 2.2,
Section 2.3

19

If permissible under the rules of the SIS, the population
background of the missing person and their kin should be included
to allow proper statistical analyses when matching profiles.

Section 2.4

7.3 DNA profiles - format
20

The DNA profiles should be expressed as alphanumeric text,
formatted using a mark-up language such as XML.

21

Section 6.4,
Figures 9-10
Section 6.4,
Figures 9-10
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Different standard XML formats already exist, that may be used
for this purpose. The figure above (source: JRC, 2019)
summarises the relevant data/metadata they can describe.
22

We recommend investigating with the different authorities the
possibility for their DNA database software to export in the ISO
19794-14 format, to avoid manual entry of the information.

Section 6.4

23

If manual entry of a DNA profile is allowed, the process should
have special functionalities in order to minimise the risk of a
human error (mistyping). For example, the profile should be
entered twice, and the values should be consistent.

Section 6.4.4

7.4 Quality of the submitted DNA profiles
Different options to verify the quality of the submitted profiles are available and
summarised in Section 6. From these, the following are proposed for the SIS alerts,
either to be performed by the submitter prior to submission (and stated in the
submission), or upon reception in the CS-SIS (by the CS-SIS database manager).

Upstream process
24

The laboratories that produced the profile(s) must be ISO/IEC
17025:2017 (and/or nationally equivalent) accredited (stated).

Section 6.1

25

The laboratory that generated the profiles should maintain the
original sample/purified DNA/raw output of experiment (in
particular for a sample from the missing person), until the alert
has been resolved, in case additional information/clarification is
needed by the receiving laboratory when a match is attempted
(stated).

Section 5.2.2

Contamination and experiment quality
26

No mixed profiles should be submitted (max 2 values for each STR
marker), unless justification is provided (CS-SIS).

Section 6.3.1

27

The DNA profiles should be checked
elimination DNA databases (stated).

appropriate

Section 6.3.1

28

For markers submitted as DNA sequences (i.e. mtDNA), the
format should include a quality value for each base (the FastQ
format), that should allow conclusions of an acceptable quality
level for forensics purposes (stated).

Section 6.3.4

against

Consistency of data
29

Validation rules, mapping acceptable values for the different fields
in the submitted profile (test assertions) should be developed and
applied (CS-SIS).

Section 6.4.4

30

The names of the loci included in the profile should be checked
against the list of standard markers (CS-SIS).

Table 2
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31

The values for each loci included should be verified against the
range of known values for these profiles in the population, when
available. Discrepancies should be investigated (CS-SIS).

Table 3, Table
4

31

For each STR locus the first reported allele value should be lower
than the second allele value (CS-SIS).

Section 6.4.4

32

When uploading multiple reference DNA profiles that have
established familial links between each other the consistency of
the kinship relationships between these reference individuals
should be confirmed (stated).

Section 6.4.4

7.5 General comments
33

Considering the active development of standards and procedures
in the field conducted by various international institutions and
working
groups,
it
is
recommended
to
review
the
recommendations of this report related to standards on a regular
basis.

Section 3,
Section 1.3.5

34

There should be considerations to link the information with other
established missing persons databases, as fragmentation of
information is undesirable for the efficiency of missing persons
identification.

Section 4.2

7.6 Future steps
35

The conclusions and recommendations of this report are focused
on the use of DNA profiles to help the identification of missing
persons. If the use of DNA profiles is ever extended to, for
example, Article 40 (unknown wanted persons), it is
recommended to independently review the state-of-the-art for this
specific use case.

Section 4.1

36

In case the use of DNA profiles is, in a future revision of the
legislation, extended to Article 40, we recommend the use of
dedicated independent databases for the storage of DNA profiles in
criminal (Article 40) and non-criminal (Article 32) use cases.

Section 4.1

37

The objective of the current study is related to the storage of DNA
profiles, under the existing legislation. Should future revisions
consider the implementation of a search engine for DNA profiles,
we recommend that an additional study evaluating the readiness
and availability of these technologies be performed.

Section 2.4
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List of abbreviations and definitions
CMP

Committee on Missing Persons

CODIS

Combined DNA Index System

CODIS CMF

CODIS Common Message Format

CRE

CODIS Rapid Enrolment

CS-SIS

Central System SIS

DAB

DNA Advisory Board

DNA

DeoxyriboNucleic Acid

DVI

Disaster Victim Identification

EAAF

Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team

EDNAP

European DNA Profiling

EFSA

European Food Safety Authority

ENFSI

European Network of Forensic Science Institutes

ESS

European Standard Set

FBI

Federal Bureau of Investigation

fDMS

Forensic Data Management System

HVI and HVII

Hypervariable Regions

IAC

Internal Amplification Control

ICMP

International Commission on Missing Persons

ICPO-INTERPOL

International Criminal Police Organization - INTERPOL

InDels

Insertion-deletion polymorphisms

ISFG

International Society for Forensic Genetics

ISSOL

Standard Set of Loci

LINEs

Long Interspersed Elements

LR

Likelihood Ratio

LSJML

Laboratoire de Sciences Judiciaires et de Médecine Légale

MED

Manufacturers’ Exclusion Database

MPB

Missing Persons Bureau

MtDNA

Mitochondrial DNA

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OSAC

Organization of Scientific Area Committee

OSIRIS

Open Source Independent Review and Interpretation System

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction

programa FENIX

Spanish Phoenix program

QAS

Quality Assurance Standards

qPCR

Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction

SINEs

Short Interspersed Elements
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SIS

Schengen Information System

SNP

Single-nucleotide polymorphism

sMIME

Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

STRs

Short Tandem Repeats

SWGDAM

Scientific Working Group of DNA Analysis Methods

TESTA

Trans European Services for Telematics between Administrations

TWGDAM

Technical Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods

VIS

Visa Information System

XML

eXtensible Markup Language
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Annex
Annex 1. List of relevant guidelines and recommendations documents produced
by the working groups and organisations described in the report.
ENFSI


Recommended Minimum Criteria for the Validation of Various Aspects of the DNA
Profiling Process (2010) - recommendations on how to validate methods used in
laboratories generating DNA profiles



ENFSI Survey on the DNA Profile Inclusion, Removal and Retention of Member
Sates' Forensic DNA Databases: Chris Asplen (2009) - a survey of the criteria for
DNA profile inclusion, retention and exclusion from different national DNA
databases



DNA database management review and recommendations
(2017)
recommendations on different aspects of forensic DNA database management

-

DAB


Statistical and Population Genetics Issues Affecting the Evaluation of the
Frequency of Occurrence of DNA Profiles Calculated from Pertinent Population
Database (2000) - a statistical guide to identify or exclude an individual(s) as a
contributor(s) to a specific DNA profile



Quality Assurance Standards Audit for DNA Databasing Laboratories (2011) - an
audit document for assessing compliance with the DAB forensic DNA testing and
DNA databasing laboratories standards

ISFG


DNA Commission of the International Society for Forensic Genetics (ISFG):
Recommendations regarding the role of forensic genetics for disaster victim
identification (DVI) (2007) - recommendations for forensic genetics laboratories
on collecting and storing DNA profiles in the aftermath of large-scale disasters



Recommendations of the DNA Commission of the International Society for
Forensic Genetics (ISFG) on quality control of autosomal Short Tandem Repeat
allele frequency databasing (STRidER) (2016) - guidelines for the inclusion of data
into the STRidER database



ISFG: Recommendations on biostatistics in paternity testing (2007) – guidelines
for calculating strength of evidence in kinship cases.



DNA Commission of the International Society of Forensic Genetics (ISFG): an
update of the recommendations on the use of Y-STRs in forensic analysis (2006) Recommendations regarding the nomenclature, the definition of loci and alleles,
population genetics and reporting methods for Y-STRs



DNA Commission of the International Society for Forensic Genetics (ISFG):
Guidelines on the use of X-STRs in kinship analysis - Same, for X-STRs



DNA Commission of the International Society for Forensic Genetics: revised and
extended guidelines for mitochondrial DNA typing – same, for mitochondrial DNA.

SWGDAM


SWGDAM Interpretation Guidelines for Autosomal STR Typing by Forensic DNA
Testing Laboratories (2017)- guidelines for the interpretation of DNA typing
results from short tandem repeats (STR)



SWGDAM Guidelines for Missing Persons Casework (2014) - guidelines for the
processing and analysis (DNA recovery, reference samples, etc.) of missing
persons casework
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SWGDAM Validation Guidelines for DNA Analysis Methods (2016) - guide for
laboratories in validating procedures consistent with the FBI Director’s Quality
Assurance Standards (QAS)

ICPO-Interpol


Best Practice Principles: Recommendations for the Establishment of a National
DNA Database (2015) - recommendations for INTERPOL member countries
wishing to establish a national DNA database



Best Practice Principles: Recommendations on the Use of DNA for the
Identification of Missing Persons and Unidentified Human Remains (2015) recommendations for INTERPOL member countries wishing to use DNA for the
identification of missing persons and unidentified human remains in police
investigations

Note: All the links were last accessed on 10 April 2019.
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